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Politics

A darkening political landscape
The political temperature in the country is rising. The battle lines are clearly drawn. The
opposition seems to be in a combative mood
and the government is also ready to take it
on. What will happen?
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Pakistan has borrowed over $24b in the first
two years of the Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf
government of Prime Minister Imran Khan.
He had come to power on the promise of
breaking the “begging bowl” and run the affairs of the government with indigenous resources and curtail its expenditure to restore
Pakistan’s dignity in the comity of nations. Instead, the begging bowl has become deeper
and wider in his government.
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Economics

Inflation tsunami
Shahid Hussain

Prime Minister Imran Khan often talked about a “tsunami” during his
election campaign to bring about change in Pakistan. He has only been
able to kick up a storm in the country as all edibles and essentials have
gone out of the reach of the common man during his two years of rule.
It is ironic that the rate of a commodity increases or it becomes unavailable when Prime Minister Imran Khan takes notice of its price hike or
shortage. People have started begging him not to take notice of shortages or increase in the price of anything. Many people took to social
media and asked others to arrange for firewood when the Prime Minister took notice of a worsening gas crisis in the country. The same situation arose when he took notice of rising prices of sugar, wheat and
flour.
Skyrocketing prices of foodstuffs and essentials have maligned the
image of the government among the public beyond repair. The Pakistan
Tehreek-i-Insaf (PTI) had promised to reduce prices after coming to
power. Instead, prices of gas, electricity, foodstuffs and essentials have
doubled, if not tripled in its first two years. The government has failed
to stabilize prices, which fluctuate daily instead of months and years. It
has eroded the credibility of the government in the public. Their belief
in the government’s ability to perform has shattered badly and they are
convinced that they will continue to face crisis after crisis in the government of Prime Minister Imran Khan.
Wheat and flour prices continue to rise and their shortages also persist in all provinces. Their rates have not stabilized despite importing
400,000 tons of wheat from Russia. Pakistan aims to import about 3
million metric tons of wheat. Sugar prices also remain volatile. It sells
at over Rs110/kg. The federal government has also allowed pharmaceutical companies to increase prices of 94 lifesaving medicines by up
to 262pc. According to the government, the decision was taken to end
their shortages in the market due to “unrealistic prices.” In fact, September was the hardest month for the hapless people of Pakistan. According to the government’s own statistics, inflation jumped to over 9pc
due to a double-digit spike in prices of food items as supplies reduced.
Measured by the Consumer Price Index (CPI), the average rate of increase in prices of goods and services stood at 9.04pc in September
over the same month a year ago, according to the Pakistan Bureau of
Statistics (PBS).
Wheat and sugar prices saw an unprecedented hike. According to
the statistics, wheat prices increased by 42.1pc in September from the
same month a year ago in urban areas and over 45pc in rural areas.
Prices of wheat flour rose 20.2pc in cities and nearly 27pc in rural
areas. Sugar prices increased 25.4pc in September in both cities and
villages over a year ago, according to the national data collecting
agency. Food inflation in urban areas jumped from 11.3pc to 12.4pc in
September on a year-on-year basis. In rural areas, it increased from
13.5pc to 15.8pc. The average increase in prices of perishable food
items was calculated at 15.1pc last month over a year ago. Prices of
the food and non-alcoholic group increased 14.7pc from a year ago.
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Non-perishable food group prices also rose about 14.7pc. Core inflation, measured by excluding food and energy goods, slightly decelerated to 5.5pc in September over 5.6pc in August in urban areas. In rural
areas, the core inflation increased from 7.6pc to 7.8pc. The 9pc inflation
in September was in line with the government's expectations as it had
projected it to remain in the range of 7.8-9pc. In August, it was 8.2pc.
On a year-on-year basis, potato prices rose 67.2pc, tomatoes 51.9pc,
spices 40.9pc, beans 40.3pc, pulse moong 39.3pc, eggs 38.6pc, pulse
mash 34.5pc, butter 23.4pc, vegetables 14pc, woollen cloth 13.9pc,
fresh milk 13pc, meat 12pc, electricity charges 11.8pc, cooking oil
11.1pc, dried fruits 11pc, construction wages 6.9pc, stationery 4.6pc,
transport services 5pc and house rent 4.3pc. Eggs sell at over
160/dozen while the winter has not started yet. They will become costlier in the coming weeks. The average inflation rate in the first three
months of the current fiscal year (July-September) stood at 8.9pc.
Rising prices and unemployment are the biggest issues of the people of Pakistan and recent reports indicate there will not be any immediate relief for them. In a report, the Asian Development Bank feared
that between 1.5 million and 2.3 million young Pakistanis had lost jobs
during the pandemic. The country’s unemployment rate that stood at
8.9pc in 2019 is likely to hover between 17.3 and 21.5pc in the current
year.
On the other hand, the government claims to have improved all economic indicators. It cites a contraction of the current account deficit,
projection of 1.5pc growth rate, resurgence of large scale manufacturing, stable exchange rate, positive signs of foreign direct investment
and the foreign exchange reserves at a comfortable 20 billion dollars.
These are remarkable achievements of the government, but they have
not benefited the common people anyway. It must be a matter of great
concern for the government that it has not increased the tariff of electricity and gas for some time, while the rupee is also stable against the
dollar but prices of edibles and essentials continue to skyrocket. The
common people are facing the toughest time of their lives. The opposition can exploit the sentiment in its movement against the government.
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Politics

A darkening political
landscape
Nasim Ahmed

The political temperature in the country is rising. The battle lines are
clearly drawn. The opposition seems to be in a combative mood and
the government is also ready to take it on. What will happen?
Following disqualified Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif’s aggressive
video-link address from London, the opposition has formed a new multiparty alliance, under the banner of the Pakistan Democratic Movement
(PDM), and vowed to launch a countrywide agitation to topple the government of Prime Minister Imran Khan. A 26-point resolution adopted
by the opposition talks of ousting what it describes as the “selected
prime minister” through a mass movement, and calls for an end to the
establishment’s role in politics. But does the newly formed Pakistan
Democratic Movement have the street power, the tenacity and, most of
all, the unity to force the government to its knees?
The ruling party spokesmen have labelled Nawaz Sharif’s speech
as anti-state. This was followed by a series of disclosures about the
opposition leaders regularly meeting the Army Chief. Given Nawaz
Sharif’s tough anti-establishment stance, the military spokesman also
joined the controversy, revealing a recent backroom meeting of a senior
PML-N leader with the Army Chief. Such meetings between politicians
and the army leadership are not unusual in the country, but news about
them is not made public except on rare occasions.
It may be added here that there have been many attempts over the
last two years to bring the opposition groups together on a common
anti-government agenda but they did not bear any fruit for the reason
that there is a deep-rooted trust deficit between the two largest parties
— the PPP and the PML-N. There is a long history of the two parties
playing the political game of musical chairs and doing each other down
in pursuit of narrow partisan ends. But, hounded by the government’s
relentless accountability drive, the two have now found it expedient to
come together for a joint front against the PTI.
What is remarkable about the agenda of the newly-formed alliance
is that along with targeting the government, it is also focusing on the
security establishment which it believes to be the real power behind
Imran Khan. As Nawaz Sharif put it, it’s the “state above the state” that
he intends to take on.
Taking on a government that is fast losing its support base is a
shrewd political move, but directly challenging the security establishment will divide rather than galvanise the masses. The people of Pakistan love the army which is looked upon as a bulwark against internal
subversion and foreign threats. On the contrary, the masses don’t have
a good opinion of the major political parties which have earned notoriety
for their corruption, nepotism and misrule. The alliance has announced
a phased plan to oust the PTI government through mass action. But it
will be a real test for these parties to bring the people out on the streets
and confront the security establishment.
In a series of three aggressive speeches, Nawaz Sharif accused the
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security establishment of involvement in national politics. Prime Minister Imran Khan responded by accusing Sharif of serving the Indian
agenda by targeting the military. Over the past weeks, a slanging match
has been going on between members of the government and the opposition which has created a tense atmosphere in the country.
Nawaz Sharif’s reference to the establishment’s indirect role in politics is nothing new. But what is different is that a major political leader
has directly attacked the army. And this he has done so in the name of
upholding democratic values. But is this really so? Is he really worried
about democracy and civilian supremacy? One can ask him: During his
long years in politics what did he do to strengthen the democratic system in the country?
The record in this regard is not very edifying. The PMLN is a familybased party and all its policies are geared to perpetuating dynastic rule.
What kind of democracy is it in which the elder brother is the prime minister and the younger one is the chief minister of the biggest province
of Pakistan? And this had been going on for decades. Other members
of the Sharif clan also held high positions in the government. On top of
it all, the Sharif family has become dirty rich over the last three decades
while the country has become poorer. Nawaz Sharif has failed to provide a money trail for the vast properties his family has acquired over
the years. He had been prime minister three times, and there is palpable evidence of misuse of power and position.
Against this background, large numbers of people in the country are
of the opinion that Sharif’s protestations about democracy are just a
façade and his real motive is to pressure the government to put a stop
to the accountability process against him. Political analysts have rightly
pointed out that if Nawaz Sharif really believes in democracy, he must
return to Pakistan to lead the “revolution” he has been talking about. A
real political leader leads from the front, not from his luxurious residence in London, thousands of miles away from the scene of action.
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Environment

Covid-19 compounds
climate crisis
Nasim Ahmed

Recent surveys show that Covid-19 has increased the risks for countries
faced with the challenge of climate change.
The pandemic has taken a heavy toll on global health, pushing more
people in Asia and Africa into extreme poverty. In this respect, like other
international agencies, the World Bank Group has provided emergency assistance to more than 100 developing countries, valued at $160 billion. The
bank has charted out a detailed plan to tackle climate change posing a serious threat to the world’s poorest and most vulnerable.
Following the historic Paris Agreement on climate change, the WB unveiled an ambitious Climate Change Action Plan to channel financial and
technical support to developing countries to step up climate action. The
World Bank Group committed to increasing climate finance from 20pc of
lending in 2016 to 28pc. The target exceeded each year for the last three
consecutive years. In total, over the duration of the Action Plan, the bank
delivered over $83 billion in climate finance.
As a policy measure, the bank has made climate change needs a part
of all its projects and strategies. As a result of the Action Plan, all new bank
projects are screened for climate risks. Climate change considerations are
taken into account at every stage of project design and have been integrated into 100pc of the bank’s multi-year development strategies with developing partners.
As a result, the bank’s support has branched out beyond sectors traditionally identified with climate action, such as energy, agriculture and environment, expanding the range of climate-smart development to projects
that include enhancing digital development and climate resilience in countries, like Bangladesh and Egypt.
Secondly, the bank has made climate-smart land use a priority to boost
food security and protect natural resources. An increasing share of agriculture projects is “climate-smart”: increasing productivity and resilience
while reducing greenhouse gas emissions. And solutions have been deployed at a large scale, bringing benefits to millions around the world.
According to the World Bank, the disruption caused by Covid-19 has
underlined the importance of guarding against the environmental risks that
have severe and systematic impacts across the economy. With its Action
Plan, the World Bank Group is helping countries to combat disaster risk
through a combination of measures to build resilience in people, infrastructure, and economies and reduce the number of deaths that occur.
The World Bank has also helped low-income countries across the world
to strengthen their social safety nets and make them more shock-responsive, so they are better prepared for crises.
Examples from around the world show that during the pandemic, countries with strong social protection systems were able to ramp up support to
their populations faster and more effectively.
Among its major initiatives, the World Bank has prioritized investments
in renewable energy and energy efficiency as key to helping clients reduce
emissions. It has supported some of the world’s biggest solar projects, such
as in Morocco and Egypt.
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In the larger context, the challenge of climate is also an opportunity to
create new avenues of employment. New studies show that renewable
technologies are providing a fair number of jobs around the world.
In the energy sector, the bank’s Lighting Global program has built an
international off-grid market which now supports a $1 billion-a- year industry providing energy access to over 150 million people.
Over the last four years, WB-supported projects have brought on
stream about 1,000 MW of new green, climate-friendly power, through geothermal, solar, and hydro.
With transport responsible for a quarter of energy-related greenhouse
gas emissions globally, the bank is supporting clients to invest in public
transit systems, shifting freight from roads to railways and, where possible,
to waterways, which have the lowest emissions per ton kilometer of transport.
The bank is backing a rail corridor dedicated to moving freight between
the Indian megacities of Delhi and Kolkata and is looking to support inland
waterways for moving freight and people across Bangladesh, India and
Nepal.
The World Bank’s next Climate Change Action Plan (2020-2025), already underway, aims to boost support for countries to take ambitious climate action by increasing financing for adaptation and supporting
increased systemic climate action at the country level. Implementing it as
countries also grapple with the economic consequences of COVID-19
means looking at interventions that can deliver short-term objectives – such
as jobs and economic growth – as well as longer-term ones, like decarbonization and boosting adaptation and resilience, helping clients shape a
sustainable recovery.
Based on its past experience, the WB now plans to go beyond traditional climate sectors to make sure that climate actions are core parts of
the economic recovery from the pandemic. This is how the bank can deliver
the critical systemic, economy-wide change for its clients and help set development pathways that can unlock low-carbon and resilient benefits for
decades to come.
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Corruption

Robbing the poor,
paying the rich
Muhammad Hassan

Prime Minister Imran Khan has called upon the international community to take
steps to check illicit flows of money and return stolen money to developing
countries, so that they could provide basic amenities to their people.
Undoubtedly, his demand will fall on deaf ears as rich countries fiercely protect the secrecy of people who launder money from poor countries to benefit
their own people and economy. Over 400 Pakistanis were named in the
Panama Leaks, including former Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif, but rich countries refused to provide information about their offshore properties to the Pakistani government, so they could not be prosecuted and remained unpunished.
The same is the case with Swiss accounts of Pakistanis. Poor countries remain
poor because rich countries welcome and protect corrupt people, tax evaders
and money launderers.
Imran Khan’s address at the virtual launch of a UN Financial Accountability,
Transparency and Integrity (FACTI) panel report highlights the plight of poor
countries around the world, which are robbed of billions of dollars through broad
leakages in the balance of payments, fake trade invoicing, and dubious financial transfers every year. The money is stashed in tax havens of developed
countries, which compounds the problems of poor people and leaves them at
the mercy of heavy taxes, corruption and financial crime. The UN report says
that more than $7 trillion in private wealth is hidden in haven countries and
about 10pc of world GDP is held offshore. Governments lose $500 billion each
year due to profit-shifting enterprises. According to estimates, money laundering amounts to around $1.6 trillion per year, or 2.7pc of the global GDP. The
UN panel, which was created last year, includes former heads of state and
government, central bank governors, business and civil society leaders and
prominent academics from around all over the world. The panel called on governments to accelerate efforts to address tax abuse and corruption in global finance. “Corruption and tax avoidance are rampant. Too many banks are in
cahoots and too many governments are stuck in the past,” says Dalia Grybauskaite, co-chair of the High-Level Panel on International Financial Accountability, Transparency and Integrity to Achieve the 2030 Development Agenda
(FACTI Panel). The former President of Lithuania says: “We’re all being robbed,
especially the world’s poor.”
According to a New York Times report, the Bahamas, the Cayman Islands, the Cook Islands, Dominica, Israel, Lebanon, Liechtenstein, the Marshall Islands, Nauru, Niue, Panama, the Philippines, Russia, St. Kitts and
Nevis and St. Vincent and the Grenadines are potential havens for ill-gotten
wealth. The list is the culmination of a decade-long effort to act against
money-laundering centers. It was issued after United States and European
officials grew concerned that bank secrecy and weak regulation in some nations contributed to the devastating financial turmoil in Asia and Latin America in the late 1990's. Governments decided to pressure laundering centers
in part because the sheer volume of transactions by drug cartels, mafias
and corrupt officials has expanded dramatically, to at least $600 billion a
year, United States officials said.
In a 2016 report, a Washington-based think tank estimated that since 1980,
developing countries around the world had lost US$16.3 trillion through broad
leakages in the balance of payments, fake trade invoicing, and dubious financial transfers. The study, jointly conducted by Global Financial Integrity (GFI)
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and Research Council of Norway, said developing countries had, over the
course of more than three decades, served as net-creditors to the rest of the
world as tax havens in developed countries played a key role in the transfer of
unrecorded capital. The report estimated tax haven holdings believed to be
from the developing world stood at US$4.4 trillion that in 2011. The figure has
now risen to US$7 trillion. The tax havens are responsible for exacerbated inequality in developing regions around the world and also undermined good
governance and economic growth, thereby paving the way for the rise of authoritarian regimes in some countries. The tax havens are directly responsible
for stashing the wealth of criminals and money launderers.
Recently, journalists at Buzzfeed and the International Consortium of Investigative Journalists (ICIJ), which broke the Panama Leaks, unveiled a
trove of secret government documents, showing many of the world’s largest
banks and other financial institutions are moving trillions of dollars’ worth of
suspicious transactions on behalf of drug cartels, money launderers and terrorist groups. They announced they had obtained a large cache of financial
records that showed some of the biggest banks in the world have been hosting Ponzi schemes, moving money around for billionaire friends of Vladimir
Putin, and providing services to known terrorist financiers and arms traffickers. “Thousands of secret suspicious activity reports offer a never-beforeseen picture of corruption and complicity – and how the government lets it
flourish,” observe the journalists who assessed and curated the leaked files.
The files were reports collected from banks by the Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN), the arm of the U.S. Treasury tasked with keeping
tabs on and combating money laundering. One of the many examples shows
how Standard Chartered Bank moved money on behalf of a Dubai-based
business that was laundering cash on behalf of the Taliban, while another reveals how several major US banks, including JP Morgan Chase, Citibank
and Bank of America helped process millions of dollars’ worth of transactions
on behalf of a former city mayor in Kazakhstan who was wanted for arrest
by Interpol for fraud and bribe.
The report also names 44 Indian banks and financial institutions, with hundreds of transactions flagged as “top-secret suspicious-activity-reports (SARs)”
for money laundering, terrorism financing and financial fraud. The Indian banks
figure in SARs linked to over 2,000 transactions valued at over $1billion between 2011 and 2017. The banks include: state-owned Punjab National Bank
(290 transactions); State Bank of India (102); Bank of Baroda (93); Union Bank
of India (99) and Canara Bank (190). Among private banks which figure in the
SARs are HDFC Bank (253 transactions); ICICI Bank (57); Kotak Mahindra
Bank (268); Axis Bank (41) and IndusInd Bank (117). The foreign banks that
have filed the SARs include Deutsche Bank Trust Company Americas
(DBTCA), BNY Mellon, Citibank, Standard Chartered and JP Morgan Chase.
Foreign branches of Indian banks were used by clients for the transactions.
On the other hand, six Pakistani banks have been identified for suspicious
transactions for close to $2.5 million. About 29 suspicious transactions of Pakistani banks took place between 2011 and 2012. It is ironic that Pakistan is on
the Financial Action Task Force’s grey list because of India’s lobbying. Its $2.5
million suspicious transactions are negligible as compared to India’s over $1billion. It shows the double standard of the world powers and institutions.
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Strategy

Roadmap to
stunting prevention
Muhammad Ali

Prime Minister Imran Khan has accelerated his efforts to address the issue
of stunting among children. He has directed his health and social protection team to provide a roadmap to prevent the stunted growth of children,
which badly impacts their mental and physical development.
The challenge to prevent stunting, which not only affects children’s
mental and physical abilities, but also deprives society of benefiting from
their constructive abilities, has compounded after the onset of the coronavirus pandemic. According to the World Bank, Pakistan’s economic outlook will remain fragile for at least two years, as the outbreak of the disease
has compounded the country’s miseries and poverty is expected to
worsen. Pakistan already faces a serious flour crisis. Prices of edibles have
skyrocketed. Poverty has increased by 33pc in India and the situation in
Pakistan is not different. Over 14m people have already lost jobs during
the pandemic in Pakistan. In this situation, it is not easy to meet the challenge of stunting.
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According to the State Bank of Pakistan, almost half of Balochistan’s
households face mild to severe food insecurity. Among the 36.9pc food insecure households in the country, 18.3pc face severe food insecurity. The
pandemic is projected to push over 10 million more people below the
poverty line. Lockdowns and restrictions aimed to contain the spread of
the disease are feared to have caused a loss of 18.53m jobs in the country.
These are the government's own estimates mentioned in the Economic
Survey 2019-20 and the real situation could be even worse. After Covid19’s negative impact on Pakistan’s economy, the number of people living
below the poverty line may rise from the existing figure of 50 million to
60m. Calculated on the basis of Rs3,250.3 per adult per month by the
Planning Commission, 24.3pc of the population is below the poverty line.
If a household’s consumption goes down by 5pc, the headcount will rise
from existing 24.3pc to 29pc, and that would lead to around 10pc people
falling below the poverty line. If a household’s consumption goes down by
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10pc, the headcount in the case could rise to 33.5pc.
More worryingly, almost half of the children under five years are stunted
(low height-for-age) and one in ten has been suffering from low-weight-for
height. Incorporating the factors, Pakistan was ranked 106th among 119
countries surveyed for the Global Hunger Index, and has been characterised as facing a “serious” level of hunger. In fact, Pakistan is among
those seven countries that cumulatively account for two-thirds of the
world’s undernourished population along with Bangladesh, China, Congo,
Ethiopia, India and Indonesia. Under-5 malnutrition costs heavily. About
$2.24b is estimated as the loss of future labour force resulting from under5 mortality; over $1b is the estimated healthcare expense, which the families incur to address diarrhea and respiratory infection among children;
$3.7b is the estimated cost of low labour productivity emanating from stunting, anemia or iodine deficiencies in childhood; and $657m is the estimated cost of prevalence of chronic weakness and fatigue among 10m
working adults with anemia experience.
According to the SBP, almost a quarter of Pakistan’s population lives
below the poverty line. It means that around 50 million people in the country are unable to meet their basic needs. Most of these people live in rural
areas where the poverty rate is 30.7pc. The central bank noted provincial
disparities in terms of food security in Pakistan. In Balochistan, at least
30pc households experience hunger on a chronic basis. On the other
hand, Gilgit-Baltistan has the most food secure households, nearly 80pc
in the region, followed by Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (70pc). Only 63.1pc of the
country’s households are “food secure” despite the fact that Pakistan is
self-sufficient in major staples. According to the Ministry of Health and
UNCEF’s National Nutrition Survey, 2018, Pakistan is ranked 8th in producing wheat, 10th in rice, 5th in sugarcane, and 4th in milk production.
However, Pakistan is among seven countries that cumulatively account
for two-thirds of the world’s undernourished population.
A high population growth and unfavourable water and climatic conditions in the country mean that concerns about food security may increase
manifold over the next two to three decades. “In case of Pakistan, estimates suggest that malnutrition and its outcomes cost the economy 3pc
of GDP ($7.6 billion) every year,” says the SBP report. With per capita income of $1,497, Pakistan is still struggling with issues such as undernourishment, micronutrient (iron, calcium, vitamin-A, etc) deficiencies, and a
deficit of safe drinkable water. “Per capita consumption of food products
that possess high-nutritional value, like beef, chicken, fish, milk, vegetables
and fruits, is almost 6-10 times lower than that of developed countries,” it
noted.
Only 0.3pc of the population in Balochistan and 1.8pc in the Punjab
benefit from social protection programmes of some kind. The ratio, however, is relatively higher for the people in Sindh (12.7pc), Gilgit-Baltistan
(10.3pc) and KP (5.1pc). “Although the country relies heavily on imports
for certain food items such as edible oil, tea and pulses, yet it is able to
provide for major staples on its own. If the population increases at the existing pace over the next couple of decades, it will become extremely challenging for Pakistan to sustain even the food self-sufficiency,” the report
warned.
Currently, water productivity of most crops in Pakistan is lower than the
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According to the SBP, almost a
quarter of Pakistan’s population
lives below the poverty line. It
means that around 50 million
people in the country are unable to meet their basic needs.
Most of these people live in
rural areas where the poverty
rate is 30.7pc. The central bank
noted provincial disparities in
terms of food security in Pakistan.
desirable range. For instance, sugarcane and wheat use around four times
the global average of irrigation water, while rice consumes more than six
times the world’s average. Going forward, growing water shortages are
expected to drag down yield of different crops on a considerable scale.
The United Nations has warned that the number of people going hungry in the world is rising. In a report, the UN blamed conflict, climate shocks
and economic slowdowns for rising hunger in the world. More than 2 billion
people lack access to healthy food, putting them at risk of health problems
- and many of them live in North America or Europe, the UN said, urging
governments to “look beyond hunger.” More than a quarter of the world's
population now struggles to eat “safe, nutritious and sufficient food”, according to the UN’s State of Food Security and Nutrition in the World 2019
report. It includes about 8pc of people in Europe and North America, according to the annual study, which for the first time includes people affected
by "moderate food insecurity" as well as outright hunger. The findings show
governments need to pay more attention to different aspects of food availability instead of just focusing on producing more. The report said there
were 822 million obese people in 2016, the most recent year for which figures were available, when 796.5 million people were undernourished.
It is alarming that only 63pc of Pakistan’s households are food secure,
which is despite the fact that Pakistan is self-sufficient in major staple
foods. The fact that one-third of all households in the country are not food
secure in a country which produces almost all of its food means that the
problem lies in the mechanism for distribution as well as the low rate of
compensating rural labour. The bottom 60pc of households in the country
spend a substantial part of their incomes (45pc on average) on food, which
compromises their nutritional security. Even if prices are relatively low and
stable, the poorest of the poor still lack the purchasing power to buy food.
Pakistan will have to take measures to increase the real incomes of the
poor. It will also have to expedite its efforts to check the population.
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Economics

Mounting debt:
Blame game tactics
Shahid Hussain

Pakistan has borrowed over $24b in the first two years of the Pakistan
Tehreek-i-Insaf government of Prime Minister Imran Khan. He had come
to power on the promise of breaking the “begging bowl” and run the affairs
of the government with indigenous resources and curtail its expenditure
to restore Pakistan’s dignity in the comity of nations. Instead, the begging
bowl has become deeper and wider in his government.
It is irony that his government continues to blame past rules and their
alleged corruption for the mounting debt instead of accepting responsibility
for its failure to increase revenue and decrease expenditure. In a recent
briefing to the cabinet, the Ministry of Finance said $24 billion loan had been
obtained for servicing of debt and repayment for loans obtained by previous
governments. In a presentation on public debt accumulated between June
2018 and June 2020, Adviser to Prime Minister on Finance Dr Abdul Hafeez
Shaikh termed the last fiscal year (2019-20) a “good year” for debt. In the
previous fiscal year, which was the second year of the PTI government, the
pace of debt accumulation decreased by more than half as compared with
its first year. The cabinet was informed that total public debt had increased
to Rs36.3 trillion or 87.2pc of gross domestic product (GDP) as of June 30,
2020. There was an addition of Rs11.35 trillion or 45pc to total public debt
in the past two years. When the Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N)
government left power, public debt stood at Rs24.95 trillion or 72.5pc of
GDP. Over Rs7.7 trillion was added to public debt in the first year of the PTI
government and debt accumulation in the second year was Rs3.7 trillion,
lower by 52pc as compared to the first year. About 42pc of the additional
public debt in the past two years was due to debt servicing expenses and
another 31pc because of currency devaluation.
The exchange rate remained stable in the second year, which helped
contain the debt build-up. The finance adviser warned the cabinet that public
debt would remain a major challenge and required careful management. According to the government, the massive surge in public debt in the first year
was because of correction of a “flawed exchange rate policy” of the PML-N
government that added Rs3.1 trillion to debt and Rs2.1 trillion in interest payments on past debt. Over Rs1 trillion was added to generate cash buffers.
Foreign currency debt jumped to 36pc of the total debt in the last fiscal
year, according to the annual debt review report of the ministry. The annual
Debt Review & Debt Bulletin for fiscal year 2019-20 showed worsening
fiscal indicators. However, it said they did not breach the maximum limit
set in the medium-term debt management strategy 2019-23. The share of
external loans in total public debt increased and the average maturity time
for domestic debt slightly worsened. “Around 36pc of the total public debt
was denominated in foreign currencies at end-June 2020, exposing the
government to exchange rate risk,” the report said.
The Pakistani rupee has devalued by 39pc in two years of the PTI government, which increased public debt phenomenally. If the value falls further, Pakistan’s debt liabilities will also jump due to increased exposure to
foreign loans. As against the last medium-term debt management strategy
that expired a year ago where the maximum limit for external debt had
been fixed at 35pc, the PTI government increased it to 40pc in the new
debt management strategy. It means the government will continue to rely
on external debt as exports, foreign direct investment and remittances are
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not expected to improve in the near future.
The share of external public debt in total public liabilities was 32.2pc
by the end of the PML-N tenure, which has now deteriorated to 36pc in
two years. In 2018-19, the first year of the PTI government, it was 34.8pc.
The report maintains that the government remained within stated benchmarks of risk indicators during FY 2019-20, but a majority of the indicators
are moving towards red lines and it needs a compressive policy to enhance
revenues and non-debt creating inflows for correcting the imbalances.
Gross financing needs remained at 31pc of gross domestic product (GDP)
in the last fiscal year against the maximum limit of 35pc set in the policy.
About half of the government’s public debt would mature within three
years. This includes 36pc of domestic debt and 13pc of external debt.
The ministry said domestic borrowing was made entirely from financial
markets. No borrowing was made from the State Bank of Pakistan (SBP).
The policy reflects the government’s commitment to greater fiscal discipline, macroeconomic stability and development of domestic financial markets. More than 90pc of the borrowing needed to finance the fiscal deficit
in FY 2019-20 was made through longer-term loans and bonds. Also, with
effect from July 1, 2020, all institutional investors have been barred from
investing in saving schemes. The government issued Rs342 billion worth
of new guarantees or rolled over existing ones in favour of loss-making
public sector enterprises. It took the volume of total outstanding guarantees to Rs2.34 trillion, an addition of 18.8pc in one year. The government
was required to restrict the stock of outstanding guarantees to Rs1.6 trillion
under the International Monetary Fund (IMF) agreement.
About Rs271 billion worth of guarantees were rolled over in favour of
Pakistan Holding Private Limited, which showed that the government once
again failed to address the issue of circular debt. The finance ministry also
gave Rs33 billion worth of sovereign guarantees for the PIA, Rs20 billion
for the Pakistan Atomic Energy Commission and Rs18 billion for the Water
and Power Development Authority. The volume of new government guarantees issued during a financial year is limited under the Fiscal Responsibility and Debt Limitation Act, to 2pc of GDP.
Overall, total public debt was recorded at Rs36.4 trillion at the end of
June 2020, recording an increase of Rs3.7 trillion during FY 2019-20. The
public debt-to-GDP ratio increased from 86.1pc in June 2019 to 87.2pc in
June 2020. But it was far less than the increase in the first year of the PTI
government when it jumped from 72.5pc to 86.1pc.
The government may have some justifications for the mounting public
debt as according to estimates provided by the Ministry of Finance, each
rupee loss vis-a-vis the US dollar adds around Rs100 billion to national debt.
Between April 2019 and June 2020, the rupee lost over 25pc against the dollar, which raised debt repayment by a whopping Rs2.5 trillion. Past governments kept the rupee artificially overvalued to show lower annual debt
servicing requirements. Pakistan may face challenges in collection of revenue
in taxes and workers’ remittance could also drop. The situation may increase
the debt-to-GDP ratio to 90pc in FY21 and expected to reduce to 85pc by
FY25, Fitch Ratings estimates. It means Pakistan’s debt problem will not end
soon. The PTI government may not have a quick fix solution for it but it has
no excuse for not curtailing its expenditure and increasing revenue.
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Falling tax-to-GDP
ratio
Husnain Shahid

Pakistan's tax-to-GDP ratio declined to 9.4pc in 2019-20 as compared to
11.1pc in 2017-18. In the last two years of Prime Minister Imran Khan’s
government, it remained between 9.9pc and 9.4pc. The falling revenue
shows his government has fared poorly against the government of his
archrival Nawaz Sharif. It calls for an urgent need to reform the system.
The tax-to-GDP ratio for 2020-2021 is projected at 10.9pc but it is still
insufficient to meet the requirements of the country. According to the Revenue Division Year Book (2019-20) by the Federal Board of Revenue
(FBR), the ratio has declined during the last two years; however, the decline in the FY 2019-20 has been lower as compared to the previous fiscal
year. It hopes the revenue will increase with increased economic activity
in the post-Covid period, which would lead to a higher tax-GDP ratio in the
coming years. According to FBR’s biannual review 2019-20, the overall
tax-GDP ratio of Pakistan remained between 11.4pc and 12.6pc during the
last five years. The FBR has projected the ratio at 10.9pc in 2020-21;
11.6pc in 2021-22, and 12pc in 2022-23.
It is an encouraging sign that the FBR has achieved its first quarter
(July-September) tax collection target. Against the first quarter target of
Rs970 billion, the FBR provisionally collected nearly Rs1 trillion, higher by
Rs40 billion or 4.1pc when compared with Rs959 billion collected in the
first quarter of the last fiscal year. The collection may increase by Rs10 billion after the reconciliation of figures at all levels. However, the 4.1pc
growth rate is not sufficient to achieve the annual tax collection target of
Rs4.963 trillion. The growth is also less than half the inflation rate, which
means the FBR has not been able to fully capture the impact of increase
in prices and there are revenue leakages in field formations.
The share of income tax in total collection shrank to 35.8pc, as out of
Rs1 trillion, the income tax collection was just Rs357 billion. For the second
successive month, the FBR missed the tax collection target by Rs17 billion
in September. It provisionally pooled Rs401 billion in the month as against
a target of Rs418 billion. However, the monthly collection was still 4.7pc
better than September 2019, when Rs383 billion was collected. As against
Rs349 billion income tax collection in the first quarter of the previous fiscal
year, Rs357 billion was generated in the first quarter, higher by Rs8 billion
or 2pc. The income tax collection target was Rs381.3 billion. Sales tax collection stood at Rs437 billion against receipt of Rs405 billion in the same
period of the last fiscal year, showing a growth of 7.2pc. The sales tax target was Rs396 billion.
Prime Minister Imran Khan has expressed his frustration at the tax machinery many times. He even proposed the creation of the Pakistan Revenue Authority to replace the Federal Board of Revenue (FBR). Experts
say the government cannot delay the reforms after it has given an undertaking to the lending community to achieve an increase of 4-5pc of GDP in
tax revenues by the end of the IMF programme. The PTI government has
signed agreements with international lending agencies under the umbrella
of IMF’s three-year programme that promises about $38.6b foreign inflows
in 39 months from all lenders. It means failure is not an option. Pakistan
will have to generate Rs10.51t by 2023-24.
The World Bank (WB) has projected that tax revenues could go up to
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$82.4 billion till fiscal year 2028-29, without any intervention under the Pakistan Raises Revenues project of $400 million loan. However, with intervention in the shape of taxation measures, the revenue is projected to
increase up to $96.6 billion. On the issue of tax gap analysis, the WB found
that Pakistan’s tax revenue would reach 26pc of GDP if tax compliance
were raised to 75pc, a realistic level for MICs (Middle Income Countries).
Experts say the existing system is a serious threat to the economy. The
accumulation of untaxed wealth, flawed taxation policies and administrative
loopholes have led to a situation where Pakistan finds it hard to put the
economy on the path to recovery. Pakistan’s tax collection system generates less than 10pc of GDP. Even that collection is made through indirect
taxes, not being the real income, which hits the poor hard.
According to estimates, only one percent of people carry the burden of
the entire state. Despite hectic efforts, less than three million people – out
of the 220 million population –file returns. Only three hundred companies
in Pakistan pay 85pc of the tax. Over 90pc industrial consumers of electricity do not pay sales tax. Over 50pc companies registered with the Security and Exchange Commission of Pakistan (SECP) also do not pay
sales tax. Over 100,000 companies are registered with the SECP but only
50,000 file returns. There are more than 3.1 million commercial electricity
connections but more than 90pc of them are outside the tax net. The banking data shows that there are 50m account holders in the country but just
400,000 are paying taxes.
The government believes the documentation of the economy, bringing
untaxed sectors into the mainstream through various measures will help
recover high revenue. It has launched a movement for increasing tax collection equitably on all taxable incomes. It is acquiring data of economic
transactions from third parties, including banks, excise and taxation departments and other offices to net tax evaders.
The present system is not sustainable for Pakistan and its people. Social services can only be provided when there is adequate collection of
revenue. In the presence of massive loopholes in the system and a large
number of companies and individuals out of the tax net, there is no wonder
Pakistan has failed to gain self-reliance. Successive governments relied
on internal and foreign loans to run the affairs of the country. The tax collection figures are horrible but they also provide a huge opportunity to the
government to collect record revenue by bringing all potential individuals
and companies into the tax net.
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Politics

Opposition’s agitation plan
Raza Khan

The opposition political groups have unfolded an agitation plan to push
for the removal of the Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) government, making
the political future of the country quite uncertain. Recently, the opposition
parties formed the Pakistan Democratic Movement (PDM) to dislodge the
PTI government spearheaded by Prime Minister Imran Khan.
The decision by the opposition parties to launch a “decisive” movement for the ouster of PM Khan is prima facie quite illogical. However,
given the level of civilian supremacy in the country, the opposition parties’
movement could be extremely important. Launching a movement against
the government of PM Khan is politically nonsensical because what are
the grounds for making such a demand? The reason, which the opposition parties, particularly the Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N) of
former three-time Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif, and the Jamiat-e-Ulemae-Islam Fazl faction (JUI-F) of Fazlur Rehman, have protruded to launch
a movement to oust the PM Khan government is that his government has
a “fake” public mandate. This argument of the opposition parties is based
on the premise that the July 2018 national elections were rigged by the
country’s establishment in favour of the PTI. The anatomy of the argument reveals that this is totally shallow. Firstly, it was as a result of the
election that one of the leading opposition parties, the Pakistan People’s
Party (PPP), won a majority for the third time on the trot in Sindh province
and consequently formed a government there. In the rest of Pakistan,
the electoral performance of the PPP left a lot to be desired. But it was
very much known through opinion polls before the election that the PPP
did not stand any chance of winning even a decent number of National
Assembly seats. And it happened. Secondly, the PML-N got a majority
in the 2018 elections in the Punjab province and even it won more National Assembly seats from the largest province than the ruling PTI. However, it was the PTI performance in the length and breadth of Pakistan
that enabled it to get the maximum number of seats in the National Assembly and ultimately it was able to form a government with the help of
many small parties. So now if the PML-N claims that the PTI has a fake
mandate, then its own political support becomes quite questionable.
Thirdly, the JUI-F, which now accuses the present government of holding
a “forged mandate” is a real mockery, because PDM head Fazlur
Rehman contested the presidential elections soon after the 2018 national
elections for which the Electoral College was the members of the National Assembly, four provincial assemblies as well as the Senate of Pakistan. The NA and PAs came into existence as a result of the 2018
elections. So, when the matter was elections for the highest constitutional
office of the country, then the Electoral College was perfectly legal for
Fazl but now after two years how come it has become fake? Thus, the
opposition parties do not have a substantial argument to justify their
movement to oust the government of PM Khan.
Indubitably, the immediate cause of the opposition parties’ movement
to dislodge the PTI government is corruption cases against nearly all opposition leaders pending with the country’s highest accountability body,
National Accountability Bureau (NAB). The cases have entered a decisive phase, whereas former Prime Minister Sharif is already an absconder as he had requested the government to send him to London from jail
for treatment but refused to return home despite being perfectly healthy.
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Although the opposition does not have a solid and valid argument to
demand Prime Minister Imran Khan’s resignation or launch a movement
for the ouster of his government, yet its struggle would make the country
politically unstable. The government would definitely be under immense
pressure once the opposition parties’ movement starts, especially if it
gathers significant public support behind it. There are prospects that the
opposition parties’ movement would get significant support from the
masses. It would not be because the people love the opposition parties
but due to the bad performance of the PTI government and its inability
to improve the lot of the common people. Moreover, an unprecedented
price hike in the country of staple commodities and the government’s failure to increase salaries of government employees as well as to ensure
the strict implementation of the minimum wage law in the private sector
and on top of it, provide jobs to young people, which have made lives
extremely difficult for the majority of Pakistanis. It is the factor that could
pull crowds to the rallies and agitation of the PDM. The fact of the matter
is that the opposition parties know that the situation of the economy is
bad and the conditions for the common people are adverse. Therefore,
the opposition parties want to exploit the situation, particularly large-scale
anti-government, if not anti-Khan, sentiments of the masses. For the opposition, it may be a very trying time as most of its leading lights are facing quite substantial corruption and misappropriation cases in the
country’s courts and the NAB. However, for them it is an opportune time
to exploit public sentiments against the government.
However, if the opposition parties fail to gather significant public support in their struggle to dislodge the government, they would not be able
to achieve their objectives, though the result would be more political instability in the country. It is important to keep the record straight that if
the PTI government has been unable to improve the situation of the
economy, it must also be acknowledged that it is an extremely daunting
task. Because the state in which PM Khan got the economy after coming
to power on August 18, 2018, was extensively and excessively bad.
While writing about the future of the PTI government, we had forecast
that fixing the economy would be the single most important challenge to
PM Khan’s government. It turned out to be really correct as despite several changes on the top, like appointing different persons as Governor
of the State Bank of Pakistan and changing financial advisers, the PTI
government has not been able to improve the overall shape of the economy. A deeper look into the problem would reveal that despite having
good intentions, pervasive incompetence in the PM Khan government
has prevented him from improving the economy. However, those who
think that any opposition party, whether the PML-N, PPP, JUI-F or ANP
etc, could be the panacea for structural problems of governance and the
economy in Pakistan, they are grossly mistaken. All these parties have
had their chief executives in Pakistan and provinces but the governance
they displayed was extremely bad. So, when the old political parties (now
all in the opposition) do not have what it takes and the PTI government,
despite PM Khan’s personal good intention to improve the condition of
institutions and the economy, could not do so, something out-of-the-box
has to be envisioned and this is a system change, from parliamentary to
presidential system.
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Governance

Lessons for the
PTI government
Raza Khan

As the opposition political parties have decided to launch an anti-government
movement, its outcome may be anything but the PTI government has so far
largely failed to cleanse the Augean Stables to improve governance and put
the economy back on track.
However, the PTI government has faced numerous challenges to address
the key issues of governance and the economy. If the PTI government of Prime
Minister Imran Khan still wants to keep its political fortunes afloat, it has to take
drastic steps to improve the economy and governance. However, in order to
address issues of the economy and governance there is a need to identify
them first. Unfortunately, the rank and file of the PTI has least understanding
of the dynamics of a bad economy and bad governance or for that matter, a
good economy and good governance.
The major issues which PM Imran Khan has been faced with include pervasive corruption in the political administrative culture and system, economic
meltdown, institutional collapse, improper natural resource management,
among others. Obviously, these are huge and lurking challenges to the country
and its system, however, there are many obstacles to address them. The fact
of the matter is that most of these challenges are interlinked.
While assuming power, PM Imran Khan had claimed that he would take
the bull of corruption by the horns as there was no option for his government
and the country because either the country would exist or corruption. However,
controlling corruption or financial misappropriation through misuse of power
and abuse of authority, let alone eliminating it, is a gargantuan task in the political administrative culture of Pakistan. There are various reasons for successive governments’ inability to root out corruption. Firstly, important personalities
of successive governments have themselves been involved in financial misappropriation by abusing authority and misusing power. It is important to note
that three elected governments between 1988 and 1999, two each of the late
Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto and one of disgraced Prime Minister Nawaz
Sharif, were dismissed by the then Presidents on the charges of financial corruption. Third-time elected former Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif was disqualified
in 2017 for his involvement in the Panama corruption scandal. Financial corruption started pervading into the political culture of Pakistan in the late 1970s
and it exacerbated after the 1985 party-less elections, followed by the so-called
democratic decade (1988-1999). To this date, financial corruption has been
pervasive in Pakistani politics and it has become a thriving business while most
of other businesses have nosedived. While there was a profound commitment
on part of the PTI government to end corruption, unfortunately it could not
demonstrate the will. The performance of the National Accountability Bureau
(NAB), which is independent of the government, has also been poor.
Another noteworthy reason for unending financial corruption in the political
administrative culture of Pakistan has been the weakness and incapacity of institutions, whose primary mandate has been to control corruption. The institutions include the Anti-Corruption Department at the federal and provincial
levels, National Accountability Bureau (NAB), Federal Investigation Agency
(FIA), Intelligence Bureau (IB) etc. The main cause of weakness and lack of
capacity of the institutions and departments to control financial corruption and
abuse of authority in Pakistan has been their subservience to political governments. In other words, how come government departments could be expected
to probe and bring to light financial corruption of political leaders and public officials when the functionaries of the departments have been appointed by po-
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litical governments? Resultantly, anti-corruption or accountability departments
firstly did not initiate probes into cases of corruption and secondly, if they registered cases, they could not actively and effectively investigate them. The PTI
government also could not change the institutional culture to address the issue
of financial corruption, claims notwithstanding.
It is important to note that the PTI has been in the saddle for more than two
years now and Imran Khan as the Chief Executive of the country, does not
have any single financial corruption case pending against him in any court of
law of the country and with his most important aim to end corruption in the
country, why financial corruption could not be curtailed let alone eliminating it?
The main reason has been the systemic constraints and PM Khan’s inexperience of the system. One would be in a better position to evaluate the performance of the PTI government once it completes its five-year tenure by which
time Khan would have a lot of experience and time to govern and would have
no pretext to conceal his bad performance. Nevertheless, the present rulers
must understand that controlling corruption through the existing top civilian bureaucracy of the country is impossible, because most bureaucrats have been
part of one regime or the other, which were tainted with charges of financial
corruption and many among them were personally involved in financial misappropriation. However, the PTI government, due to systemic constraints, has
to implement policies through bureaucrats and there is little room for experimentation.
Fixing the country’s economy suffering from stagflation, with dwindling foreign exchange reserves, a yawning trade deficit and a far bigger current account deficit and foreign debt of more than $100 billion, has indeed been a
huge challenge. In the situation, going towards the International Financial Institutions (IFIs) for a bailout package has been the only way out of the economic
morass. The government has so far done a wonderful job to keep as minimum
as possible the financial package from the IFIs but it could not explore other
sources of funding.
Austerity measures by PM Khan and his government have made some impact but they are not substantial enough to improve the economic conditions
of the country. Lavish spending and financial misappropriation in public procurement regulations has been a key reason for the country’s economic woes,
but the economic situation has worsened to a level that even large-scale austerity measures could not reverse the wheel of economic underdevelopment.
By nature, PM Khan is a simple person but adoption of austerity measures by
him unfortunately could not set an example for his chief ministers, cabinet ministers and even civilian officials.
Reforms in government departments are important to meet the huge challenges faced by the country and its people. It is encouraging that PM Khan has
included in his cabinet former Governor of State Bank of Pakistan, Dr. Ishrat
Hussain, as adviser on institutional reforms. Dr. Hussain was given a task by
the previous government to come up with a report on institutional reforms which
he authored with a lot of effort. However, as the recommendations of the report
required large-scale changes and bold decisions, they could not be implemented due to lack of the political will of the government. Unfortunately, PM
Khan has not been able to implement his recommendations due to systemic
constraints. Now either the system has to stay or performance and good governance would remain a pipe-dream. This is the lesson the PTI government
must learn after more than two years in the government
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Economics

Rising prices and declining
production of gas
Muhammad Jahangir

It seems that gas prices are up for revision again. This is what transpired
in the last meeting of the Economic Coordination Committee (ECC). According to a press statement issued after the meeting, the weighted average tariff will be charged at Rs 930/mmbtu till February 2021.
However, there is some ambiguity in it and it is not clear whether the
weighted average being talked about also includes domestic consumers.
If so, then it is anomalous, as the weighted average prices determined by
the Oil and Gas Regulator Authority (OGRA) in July, for both distribution
companies, comes at around Rs812/mmbtu. Even if one takes out the domestic share of 20 percent, the weighted average price would still be at
Rs930/mmbtu, as per OGRA’s determined rates.
As per the EEC decision, domestic and tandoor users will be exempted
from the price increase. This is a good decision and was expected. The
weighted average consumer gas price for FY20 for both SNGPL and
SSGC combined was Rs738/mmbtu. As per OGRA’s determination of
Rs813/mmbtu, the weighted average consumer price (WACP) would have
increased by a very reasonable 10 percent – and the impact even after
taking out the domestic consumers would not have been more than 15
percent.
But the mention of Rs930/mmbtu as the weighted average price till
February 2021 is confusing. This is because not only does it lead to an increase of 26 percent from last year, but it is also inexplicably higher by 14
percent from the regulator’s determined price. For Rs930/mmbtu to be the
case, prices for the industrial sector will have to go considerably higher,
and not by Rs40-50/mmbtu, as quoted by some quarters.
Now the question is: What will become of the textile and other exportoriented sectors in case the weighted average consumer price does indeed go up to Rs930/mmbtu. Earlier, the gas price for the textile sector
was set at Rs786/mmbtu for FY20 – the lowest amongst non-domestic
users. With more RLNG being allowed to be pumped into the system, the
higher weighted average consumer price makes sense, but it can still not
be possibly higher than the prescribed price by the regulator. To remove
any confusion, experts have suggested that the detailed consumer price
by category be shared with the public.
Along with the prices, another issue is that of shortage. Already reports
of impending gas loadshedding are coming as the winter season approaches. It is said that this time, the gas shortage is likely to be much
grimmer than the previous years because the time has come when
provinces other than the Punjab too will become gas deficient and face
shortages. The current natural gas shortfall is expected to exacerbate in
the coming months. It may be added here that the recent loadshedding in
the K-Electric system because of gas shortages was an indicator of the
situation to come.
According to the Oil and Gas Regulatory Authority, the gas demand
and supply gap during FY2019 was 1.4 billion cubic feet per day (bcfd),
which is expected to rise to 3.7 bcfd by FY2025 and 5.4 bcfd by FY2030.
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Predictions for the upcoming winters are as high as 1.5 bcfd by industry
experts and stakeholders, while government officials have been foretelling
close to 800mmcfd shortages in the gas network. Special Assistant to
Prime Minister (SAPM) on Energy, Nadeem Babar, has repeatedly said
that the SSGC network, that serves Sindh and Balochistan, is likely to face
a higher shortfall this year than the SNGPL network serving the Punjab
and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. The SSGC network shortfall could touch
400mmcfd while the SNGPL network will face a demand and supply gap
of 350mmcfd.
The supply-demand gap in the gas sector has been widening over the
years. The current gas demand in the country stands at around 7.5 bcfd,
while the indigenous production has come down to 3.5 bcfd. Gas production is declining at a rate of 9.5 percent annually, and the circular debt has
also affected the gas sector, touching Rs250 billion. This means that to increase the supply side, the country will have to rely on imported RLNG.
But, here the federal government and the Sindh government are at loggerheads as the latter is not ready to consume LNG and hence does not
agree to the weighted average gas pricing proposal by the federal government as it will increase the price. On the other hand, the federal government has proposed an additional 150 mmcfd in the form of RLNG to Sindh
if it issues the right of way for an additional gas pipeline.
Reportedly, the government is planning to build underground gas storage to avert a gas shortage in the future. For this, the Asian Development
Bank has agreed to complete a study on the methodology of underground
gas storages till May 2021. This will call for a consensus between
provinces and the federation to jointly address gas shortfall issues. Of vital
importance in this connection is 100 percent utilization of the two RLNG
terminals, and increased LPG production and lowering its cost for those
without piped gas (28 percent of gas consumers) as well as those with
piped gas but facing a shortage in winter months. All said, the ultimate solution lies in boosting the indigenous production of gas.
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Emerging challenges
for rice exports
Muhammad Jahangir

According to the latest figures released by the Pakistan Bureau of Statistics, rice export shipments declined to 266,206
tonnes in July 2020, from 365,138 tonnes as compared to
July 2019. As a consequence, export earnings fell to $148.8
million from $194.5m. It should be a matter of concern to both
industry stakeholders and the government. In 2019-20, Pakistan’s rice exports fetched $2.27 billion with an annual growth
rate of five per cent. The increase was significant as it had
come at a time when Pakistan’s total food export bill of about
$4.36b was down more than 5pc from $4.61b in 2018-19.
The fall in rice exports in July this year was caused by damage to the paddy crop during the second locust attack. However,
the situation has improved as the government took timely action
to fight the menace to save the paddy crop. But exporters’ view
is that the damage to the paddy crop, particularly in Sindh, has
been underestimated by authorities. They say rice millers started
factoring it back in July and raised the prices of rice varieties for
commercial exporters who, in turn, failed to export as much as
they did in July last year. Available figures show that the country
can spare 4.4m tonnes for exports as domestic consumption and
contingency reserves don’t require more than 3m tonnes.
But the question is: Can we find buyers for 4.4m tonnes
of rice? Reportedly, even the mills that directly export rice failed to get large
buying orders as they did in July last year. At the same time, their own cost
of rice processing increased owing to the general inflationary trend and
due to higher forward paddy prices paid to growers. In the end, rice export
earnings will depend on whether exporters can manage to export 1m-1.2m
tonnes of Basmati rice and 3m tonnes or more of non-Basmati varieties.
It may be recalled here that in 2018-19 and 2019-20, total rice shipments remained above 4m tonnes. But the exports of Basmati rice stood
at 791,000 tonnes and 890,000 tonnes in 2018-19 and 2019-20, respectively. According to the Rice Exporters Association of Pakistan, during this
fiscal year Basmati rice exports would touch the 1m-tonne mark.
Based on July 2020 statistics of the PBS, the average export price of
Pakistani Basmati rice now hovers around $955 per tonne whereas that
of non-Basmati rice is around $453 per tonne. With some effort, the average export price for Basmati and non-Basmati varieties could be raised to
$1,100-1,200 per tonne and $500-600 per tonne, respectively. If this happens — and exporters, particularly those of Basmati rice, say they are
working seriously to make it happen — then rice export earnings could be
enhanced substantially with a little increase in the volume of 2019-20 that
was below 4.2m tonnes.
According to statistics, the average export price of Basmati rice had
shot up to $1,153 per tonne in 2013-14. But the level could not be sustained in later years owing to fierce competition in global markets and, in
recent years, also due to a huge depreciation that reduced massive gains
in exports in the local currency. The US Department of Agriculture (USDA)
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recently projected that Pakistan’s milled rice output during this crop year
could be 7.4m tonnes against the target of about 8m tonnes set by our
Federal Committee on Agriculture. According to experts, the competition
in global markets this year is expected to remain tough — with Vietnam
having a larger exportable surplus and with stricter rules in place for the
clearance of import consignments at ports of buying countries amidst
Covid-19 safety measures. The USDA has projected a straight 17pc increase in Vietnam’s total rice output this year.
It is relevant to mention here that maintaining the growth momentum
in rice exports during this fiscal year also depends on whether brisk shipments to the United Arab Emirates and Saudi Arabia remain intact. They
are among Pakistan’s important markets and our rice export earnings from
the two countries were 18pc of the total, according to the SBP. In 201920, our rice exports to China — the second largest market after the United
Arab Emirates — did suffer because of Covid-19 lockdowns earlier in
China and later in our own major cities. So the China factor would also determine to a great extent how our rice exports could fare in 2020-21.
It is well known that unlike the United Arab Emirates, Saudi Arabia, the
United States and the United Kingdom where Pakistan’s rice demand does
not fall easily on price consideration, it does in China. This means that to
boost rice exports to China, exporters will have to be more competitive
than in other countries. This is a challenging task as the damage to paddy
crops due to the locust attack and the increase in the transportation cost
after a hike in fuel prices have increased the cost of procurement of nonBasmati varieties.
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Politics

Why Fazl-led
movement will fail
Muhammad Zain

The opposition parties have decided to launch a movement against
the Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf government under Jamiat Ulema-i-IslamF leader Maulana Fazlur Rehman. It shows the main opposition parties
are aware of their inability to launch an effective movement against
the government and they have decided to rally behind a religious
leader, who will use madrassa students for their political ambitions.
There is no doubt that people are unhappy with the government of
Prime Minister Imran Khan over rising inflation, unemployment and
bad governance. However, two years are not enough to clear the mess
of 72 years. Still, rising prices will be the biggest factor if people join
rallies of the opposition. The dilemma of two main opposition parties,
the Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N) and the Pakistan Peoples Party (PPP), is that their leaders are facing serious corruption and
money laundering cases. Former Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif is in
London for treatment of his “illness.” The government and his critics
believe he faked his illness to flee the country despite being convicted
by court. He has adopted a hard-line attitude against national institutions after his failure to get relief in court cases. However, he will not
be able to galvanise his supporters from abroad. Instead, it will create
rifts in his party. Political leaders of his party cannot toe his line. His
younger brother and PML-N President, Shahbaz Sharif, is already in
jail in corruption and money laundering cases. He could have avoided
jail for the time-being by not withdrawing his bail application from the
Lahore High Court. He preferred jail to avoid acting upon the dangerous agenda of his elder brother.
On the other hand, corruption cases against PPP leader Asif Zardari
have also reached their final stage and he could be arrested anytime.
The PPP rule in Sindh and its past governments in the Centre have offended the common people. Its performance is so poor it cannot even
accuse the PTI government of bad governance. A mess after recent
rains in Karachi came as a last straw to its credibility among people.
It is also a fact that the two main opposition parties do not have
public support beyond their respective provinces. The PPP can stage
public rallies only in Sindh while the PML-N is popular only in the Punjab, though it has little street power despite a huge vote bank in the
province. In the situation, the two parties think Fazlur Rehman is the
best choice to lead a movement against the government. However,
their decision to work under a religious leader, who has Taliban’s ideology, will undermine their image in the country and abroad.
Last year, Fazlur Rehman staged a huge public rally in Islamabad
but failed to bring down the government of Prime Minister Imran Khan.
He impressed everybody with his massive show but quietly left the
capital after threatening the government with Plan A, B and C. Despite
his heroics, he failed to revive religious politics. Religious parties faced
a humiliating defeat in the general election at national and provincial
levels, with all their top leaders biting the dust. They lost even in their
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strongholds in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and Balochistan at the hand of
the PTI and other parties. The Muttahida Majlis-e-Amal (MMA), an alliance of five major religious parties of all schools of thought, suffered
a crushing defeat. It could not secure even a single seat in Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa, its home province. Fazlur Rehman failed to win any of
the two constituencies in his native district, Dera Ismail Khan.
Fazlur Rehman and leaders of religious parties are finding it hard
to meet the present-day challenges in politics and their back-to-back
defeats in the last two elections have raised serious questions over
their capacity to attract voters. Their popularity is declining because
they are stuck in status quo politics. Fazlur Rehman is a prime example of opportunism. He joins every government for personal gains but
fails to deliver to the people. He vacated the Ministers’ Enclave after
13 years only after his defeat in the last election. He enjoyed the perks
of a federal minister for 13 years as the Kashmir Committee chairman.
Like Nawaz Sharif, Fazlur Rehman’s open agenda is to force Prime
Minister Imran Khan to resign and announce fresh elections through
efforts to malign national institutions. Fazlur Rehman had also alleged
massive rigging in the 2008 and 2013 elections but accepted their results happily because he was offered a role in the government by the
PPP and the PML-N. He also contested the presidential election after
the 2013 election but resorted to agitation when he failed to claw back
into the power corridors.
Even if Imran Khan steps down and announces elections, Fazl cannot become the prime minister of Pakistan. His only aim is to get a
ministry in the next government. He would have gladly accepted the
role if Prime Minister Imran Khan had asked him to continue his role
as the Kashmir Committee chairman. However, his agitation will not
alter the political landscape of the country, though he is leading the
two mainstream political parties, which are playing second fiddle to
him. He also aims to settle his personal vendetta with Prime Minister
Imran Khan and his party, which have almost eliminated his party from
its traditional strongholds in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa.
Some analysts believe Fazlur Rehman is acting on an offensive policy against national institutions to extract some space for himself and
other opposition parties. The PML-N and the PPP chose Fazlur
Rehman as their leader for his ability to use religion in politics. He is
the true representative of the ideology of Nawaz Sharif. Like Nawaz
Sharif, he has no stake in the system and no fear to lose. He wants to
use all options for his political gains. He will not even hesitate from dividing the nation on sectarian lines. He will continue to target national
institutions to achieve his political ambitions because he thinks it is the
only option left for him. According to government ministers, two Muslim
countries and India are funding the movement to pave the way for
Nawaz Sharif’s return to Pakistan and quash cases against him. However, the plan will not succeed.
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Education

No end to deteriorating
education standards
Rasheed Ali

Ali Hassan took it as a computer system fault when he found out that an Urdu
alphabet “Alif” has been changed into “Alif Madd” everywhere in an article on
animal breeding. However, he was surprised to know from the computer operator that the change was made on the direction of newly appointed subeditor
Danyal Ahmad.
Ali Hassan is the editor of an Urdu-language weekly, published by a Lahore-based veterinary drugs and pesticide manufacturing company. An explanation by subeditor Danyal Ahmad about using “Alif Madd” instead of Alif
baffled Ali Hassan even more. “Madd is the zewar (ornament) of Alif and I always use it where Alif is found as a single alphabet in the text,” the young
man explained. But you can’t use Alif Madd instead of Alif everywhere, the
editor told Danyal. “Sir, I am a ‘double’ MA (degree holder). I earned an MA
degree in Urdu literature, and another MA degree in history. I passed all my
exams in the same way. I always used Alif Madd wherever Alif was found as
an independent alphabet, and I secured good marks in all papers. I wonder
why you are objecting to it,” the young master’s degree-holder protested, instead of admitting his mistake.
However, Asadullah, a senior member in the editorial team of the Dunya
News channel in Islamabad, is not much surprised to know what the fresh
“double MA” said. “We conduct tests of young graduates every other week
for hiring new people. But every time we are even more disappointed by the
kind of stuff our higher educational institutions are producing now,” Asad tells
Cutting Edge.
Fresh graduates in mass communication, journalism and Urdu and English
literature/language disciplines from even reputed universities in public and private sectors prove to be sheer disappointment when they are put to the test
at newspapers and channels, regrets Mr. Asadullah, who has served the profession for at least 20 years now. “Most of them fail to write even five errorfree lines when they are asked to write on a topic. And I am not talking about
the quality of thought or knowledge on the topic, but only of grammatical and
spelling mistakes they make in writing a few lines,” adds Asadullah, a former
fellow at the University of Oxford (UK), and an MS degree holder in Communication Studies from a German university.
One could find out the language command and quality of the staff appointed for the purpose in only a few minutes by reading the news tickers,
passing across the screen of any news channel. “You would find only one or
two persons suitable for the newsroom job after putting over a hundred candidates to the test,” claims Asadullah from his years of experience.
The ever-ready excuse the young graduates mostly offer for their lack of
command of Urdu language is that they received their early education in “English medium” schools, and therefore they could not focus fully on the Urdu language.
Does that mean they are good at the English language? The answer is a
big ‘NO’, regrettably. Those dealing with day-to-day work at English-language
newspapers have even more complaints about the young graduates’ language skills. Muhammad Taseer Dhudhi, Quality Editor at The News International Lahore, says he could not find even a single graduate from any
university during the past many years, who took the test for a newsroom job
and wrote a 100-word paragraph free of grammatical and spelling mistakes.
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Even those passing out from most prestigious colleges and universities in
the public and private sectors failed to write a few error-free lines when put to
a simple test to check their language command, Mr. Dhudhi tells Cutting Edge.
Despite all efforts to minimise language mistakes, you would find lots of mistakes on pages of all English-language newspapers in the country, he admits.
Shabbir-e-Azam, one of the most respected senior journalists of the print
media, endorses Mr. Dhudhi’s assertion that errors of English grammar, expression and spelling have increased manifold in newspapers and magazines
of today. “When I started as a junior subeditor at the Pakistan Times in the
late 1960s, a maximum of one mistake in the whole newspaper was permissible,” the senior journalist tells Cutting Edge from Jhelum in a special telephonic talk.
“Exceeding the permissible limit of an error used to invoke a disciplinary
action by the authority against those responsible for it,” recalls the newsroom
man, who worked for various English language newspapers during his 50
years professional life.
After the passage of almost a decade, when academic as well as professional training standards deteriorated, it was believed that one error/mistake
a page was not a big issue. Then two, three mistakes a page and then…“Then
education standards in schools and colleges of the country nosedived, and
everyone is witness to the latest situation in the print media, no matter English
or Urdu,” Shabbir-e-Azam painfully says.
“Now, every single sentence in various stories is full of errors, what to talk
of a whole page of a newspaper,” he adds. “Even headlines and intros of stories on the main page are not error-free.”
Prof. Dr. Mamuna Ghani, former Chairperson of the Department of English,
Islamia University of Bahawalpur, supervised a study some years back. The
M.Phil qualitative content analysis was titled “The study of various errors of
language in local news items of English-language newspapers”. The study
found out that the standard of language in English language newspapers was
on the decline in Pakistan, where lack of professionalism, proper training, educational qualification and carelessness were the main reasons behind the
errors and mistakes.
In a telephonic talk with Cutting Edge, Prof. Mamuna said that most of the
errors appearing in the English language newspapers were a result of lack of
understanding of the language. In universities, English or Urdu languages
could not be taught from the beginning, she believes. If basic elements of a
language as a subject like grammar and narration rules are not taught to students in schools, it is hard for them to practice the correct use of the language
throughout their lives, adds the linguist.
Prof. Dr. Fouzia Naz fully agrees with Dr. Mamuna. The Chairperson of
the Department of Mass Communication, University of Karachi, says various
courses, like Functional English and Functional Urdu, are part of the BS 4year programme. “But only those students perform well in the courses and
learn something better during studies whose concepts of the language as a
subject are already clear,” Dr. Fouzia tells Cutting Edge by telephone.
“The process of laying the foundation of learning different subjects starts
at the school level. But, regrettably, our schools fail to set good foundations of
our upcoming generations, hence a disappointment in the field,” she adds.
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Society

Time to reform the police
Faheem Amir

A state which does not protect its people, especially children
and women, is doomed to fail. Unfortunately, the state of Pakistan has utterly failed to protect its citizens, including innocent children. There are many criminals and rascals who are
assaulting and killing innocent children without any fear of
punishment, while the government has failed to arrest them.
On October 7, 2020, the body of a two-year-old Zainab,
daughter of Akhtar Munir of the Sheikh Killay Qilla area, was
found in the fields in the Jabba Koroona area in the limits of
Daudzai police station in Peshawar. The postmortem report
confirmed that the girl had been tortured and abused before
stabbing to death.
Words are not enough to express the tragic and heartbreaking incident. The incident is similar to the 2018 Zainab
Amin rape case. In the case, 8-year-old Zainab Amin was assaulted and killed brutally in Kasur. The Zainab case shocked
the entire country and created a country-wide reaction and
outcry. Despite the huge outcry and reaction of the Zainab
case in Kasur, Pakistan is still not a safe place for children and women.
Hundreds of such incidents happen every month. Some cases get national
attention through the media, including social media. There are many cases
which go unnoticed. After every tragic incident, the government promises
to bring about reforms in the police and judicial systems for appeasing the
angry people. But, practically, it does nothing.
In Mansehra, a 10-year-old child was allegedly molested more than 100
times by a madrassa teacher and his companions. On September 9, a
woman was assaulted in front of her three kids at gunpoint on the LahoreSialkot motorway. The police are still not able to arrest the prime suspect.
In the Zainab case, Imran Ali, the convict in the case, was hanged. The
court also handed down the death sentence to Shahzad in the Chunian
case. In spite of the sentences, there is no letup in the crime against innocent and helpless children.
The End of Childhood Index ranks Pakistan at number 149 out of 174
countries. The Global Gender Gap Report says, “Pakistan is the world’s
third worst country to be a woman in, ahead of only Iraq and Yemen.” According to the Human Rights Watch, “a woman is assaulted every two
hours in Pakistan. The country has 2,937 rape cases filed in 2018 and
3,500 cases of rape and abuse were reported in 2019.” According to a
Pakistani NGO, “As of June 2020, some 497 child abuse cases have been
reported in the newspapers. A majority of the cases, almost 57 percent,
were reported in the Punjab. Of the rest, 32 percent were reported in Sindh,
and 6 percent in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. More than 35 child abuse cases
have been reported in Islamabad during the time, another 22 have been
reported in Balochistan, 10 in Azad Jammu and Kashmir and one in GilgitBaltistan. At least 173 children were gang-raped, whereas there were 227
reports of attempted assault. While 38 children were killed after they had
been abused.”
The figures show clearly that the state is not able to protect children
and women. There are many reasons for the inability of the government.
Two examples can be cited to prove that the government and the police
are protecting the culprits. The police arrested Sohail Ayaz, a consultant
for the KP Governance and Policy Project, for allegedly abusing 30 children
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in 2019. The suspect is affiliated with an international child pornography
racket. He was deported from the UK after being convicted of child abuse.
He is also considered the ringleader of an international dark web. He has
also faced trial in Italy for child abuse before being deported from the country. In spite of the horrible facts, Sohail Ayaz has not yet been convicted
and sentenced. Kasur’s Hussain Khanwala village’s abuse scandal that
emerged in 2015 is another example which proves that powerful people
cannot be touched and punished in Pakistan. The police took into custody
hundreds of video clips showing a gang forcing dozens of young boys and
girls to perform indecent acts and filming them. The gang also used the
videos to blackmail the families of the victims and extorted millions in cash
and jewellery from them. In spite of the facts, no action has been taken
against the accused.
The police system should be improved and reformed to stop the incidents. Tariq Khosa, a former IG Police, has suggested nine principles of
Sir Robert Peel to improve the police system: The basic mission for which
the police exist is to prevent crime and disorder. The ability of the police to
perform their duties is dependent upon the public approval of police actions. Police must secure the willing cooperation of the public in voluntary
observance of the law to be able to secure and maintain the respect of the
public. The degree of cooperation of the public that can be secured diminishes proportionally to the necessity of the use of physical force. Police
seek and preserve public favour not by catering to public opinion, but by
demonstrating impartial service to the law. Police can use physical force
to the extent necessary to secure observance of the law or to restore order
only when the exercise of persuasion, advice and warning is found to be
insufficient. Police should maintain a relationship with the public that gives
reality to the historic tradition that the police are the public and the public
are the police. Police should direct their action strictly towards their functions, and never appear to usurp the powers of the judiciary. The test of
police efficiency is the absence of crime and disorder, not the visible evidence of police action in dealing with it. The media and civil society should
also highlight the issue and create awareness among the people to check
the incidents.
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Fifth generation warfare

The evolving strategic
paradigm
Mehr Ispahani

Fifth generation warfare is a conflict characterized by a blurring
of the lines between war and politics, combatants and civilians.
Once thought to be a generation too far in scope, it has arrived
and is irreversibly changing the dimensions of war. 5GW has
three distinct characteristics: its potential to achieve supracombinations, blur the boundaries that have traditionally restricted warfare within a specified military or political range and
its ability to limit the role of the modern combined-arms mechanized force in a future conflict.
In its wake, 5GW has confronted many nations of the world,
including Pakistan, with an evolving strategic paradigm. Some
of the affected nations could also be waging a fight against terrorists and must first confront this most potent and real threat
of terrorism. The war on terrorism in itself manifests unprecedented advancements in the dimensions of conflict and has
been characterized in many ways. It has been called a new
type of war, where the enemy is not a defined entity but a
movement and as a war of ideas against extremism and without any borders. War is a social institution that evolves along
with changes in societies, political entities and technologies; if
a nation is to maintain its security, it must also look beyond the war on terror and prepare itself for the ascension of 5GW.
Realizing the threat, Army Chief General Qamar Javed Bajwa said on
Defence Day, “We are facing the challenge that has been imposed on us
in the form of fifth generation or hybrid war. Its purpose is to discredit the
country and its armed forces and spread chaos. We are well aware of this
danger. We will surely succeed in winning this war with the cooperation of
the nation, by the will of Almighty Allah.” The primary objective of the nefarious activities is to mar the credibility of the state, create a wedge between the army and the executive, create mass unrest and portray
Pakistan unsafe for foreign investment and as a failed state. Such wars
are supported by external powers to fuel identity conflicts, such as Pashtun
Tahaffuz Movement, provoking Balochistan insurgency or terrorism in
whole Pakistan. Indian intelligence agencies are actively involved in a bid
to destabilize Pakistan. The Balochistan issue is an example of India’s hybrid warfare against Pakistan.
India’s intention is to disrupt the CPEC and development in Balochistan
in future. Different external actors are also involved in efforts to destabilize
Pakistan, such as America and Western countries and some regional
countries also fund separatists and harbour them. The Ajit Doval doctrine
indicates India’s hybrid warfare ambitions against Pakistan. It envisages
engaging Pakistan at three levels – defensive, defensive-offensive and offensive. Hybrid war already has been waged against Pakistan, especially
in Balochistan, where India is fueling the fire. Indian efforts to blacklist Pakistan in the Financial Action Task Force (FATF) and get it tagged as a terror
sponsoring state is yet another form of economic blackmailing to get strategic leverage. The Pakistan army fully understands the hidden motives and
objectives of international defamation campaigns. The army has effectively
tackled Karachi’s lawlessness and successfully fought and defeated two
insurgencies in Balochistan and ex-FATA.
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Pakistan has already made huge sacrifices in the fight against terrorism. In 2013, 5,379 Pakistanis were martyred in terrorist attacks, followed
by 5,496 in 2014; 3,682 in 2015; 1,830 in 2016 and 924 in 2017. Hurting
the economy, forcing a change of regime, creating problems for the armed
forces, engineering inflation, unemployment, corruption; weakening state
institutions, sponsoring terrorism and sowing discord among the adversary
are some of the important tools of 5GW. Pakistan’s enemies are applying
all the tools.
Alongside its valiant armed forces, the entire nation is ready to effectively respond to the Indian tactic of hybrid warfare. Pakistan is the sixth
largest contributor to the United Nations peacekeeping efforts, with 5,083
personnel deployed overseas. Other foreign deployments consist of Pakistan military personnel serving as military advisers in African and Arab
countries. The Pakistan military has maintained combat divisions and
brigade-strength presence in some of the Arab countries during the ArabIsrael wars, aided the coalition forces in the first Gulf war, and took part in
the Somali and Bosnian conflicts. Realizing the importance of fifth generation fighter aircraft, the PAF is capable of refueling F-16, Mirage III, Mirage-V, JF-17, and FC-20 fighters.
The myth of isolating Pakistan is fading away with increasing interests
of various countries in joining the CPEC. The enemy is targeting Pakistan
from within through extremists and terrorists. After the overt nuclearization
of Pakistan, any conventional war adventure will be too costly for its adversaries. Fighting the hybrid war against Pakistan under the rubric of nuclear weapons has become a preferred strategy by its enemies.
India has once again threatened peace in the region by revoking the
special status of occupied Kashmir, which is an internationally accepted
dispute. The armed forces of Pakistan are fully equipped, vigilant and
aware. 5GW is a quite interesting development in this swiftly changing paradigm of war affairs, where non-state actors fight against nation-states out
of sheer frustration with vague objectives.
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Viewpoint

Acknowledge the differences
and appreciate the similarities
Huma Mir

Like other social problems, acceptance is arguably a sticky issue that can
cause problems. Children are born as a blank slate. At the same time as
some children with additional needs may be in the minority, all the children
should be able to grow up accepting one another. It has been observed
that young children readily accept diversity. They don’t know any difference
from kids with which they have grown up, so why question it?
In some cases, children can also learn prejudices from their parents,
media or public influencers. Therefore, as practitioners, we have to teach
children to accept and tolerate one another, no matter what their physical
and emotional needs and strengths may be. Inclusion in early year’s settings and schools is a topic which has been widely discussed. One major
bonus of inclusion is the opportunity for children to mix up with others having some differences. Throughout their early years and schooling phase,
a child is likely to meet others having a wide range of divergent abilities
and needs. All the children need to be trained about identifying their individuality, as well as others, by accepting the fact that everyone has a distinct identity and beauty. Everyone, being different, is the beauty of society.
If we were all alike, it would be boring.
Humans are like doughnuts, we look different but all are the same and
most of us will agree with this statement. But we may also have feelings,
at some point in time, that there are some common traits. It may be fear,
greed, jealousy and anger etc. One person might have a fear of heights;
others might have a fear of losing their parents, friends or people they care
about. The one common thing is fear. As an individual, all people are different, but one thing which is common in all of us is human feelings. It is
for something or the other, but it is common for all of them.
In today's globalized world, it's more important than ever to raise children who respect diversity and accept others who are different from them.
It is the need of the 21th century education to help children develop their
self-identities, they should also be learning about acceptance of themselves and others—that each of us is alike and each of us is different, and
that we are all valuable in our way. Parents and teachers can convey this
message of acceptance by highlighting how children are alike and different
from their peers. We, being guardians and mentors, need to guide children
to identify and understand the richness in their diversity. Help children understand how they are different and alike—in skin colour, body size and
shape, hairstyles or textures, home languages, clothing, foods, holidays
and so on.
Involve children to express their thoughts and ideas about differences
through planned conversations using pictures, questions, or books. Show
diverse cultures, languages, and traditions; girls or boys or men and
women in non-traditional roles; or differently-abled children and adults
demonstrating strengths and abilities. Make them explore universal
themes with images of children of different cultures and backgrounds.
Give children the appropriate language to talk about differences in a respectful way. For example, when a child asks, "why does Khalid have a
weird arm?" Respond, everyone has differences in their bodies and Khalid
has a different arm. It’s not okay to say that Khalid has a weird arm because
that hurts his feelings. It is okay to say that Khalid has a different arm.
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We should respond to expressions of dislike or bias immediately with
positive, kind, and explanatory language. For example, “Yes, Urooj wears
glasses. She is lucky because she can see better when she has them on.”
Or, “Jameela knows the words of that Punjabi song. Let’s ask her to teach
us the words she knows.” When a hurtful statement is made, do not confront the child who said it to make him or her feel uncomfortable. Gently
correct the statement. The child will learn more appropriate ways to express his or her opinions or observations.
In general, be it a mother-daughter relationship or a father and son duo
or even best friends, we should respect and appreciate each other’s feelings. Yes, we all are so busy in our day-to-day activities that we do not get
time for other things, but maybe because of that, we are missing out on
some of the important things which this world is trying to tell us.
God is the creator of this universe along-with each and everything; even
humans are created by Him. But we forget that out of all the creations, one
of the best creations is “humans” and the only thing which makes us different from all other creations is our ability to think, speak and express our
feelings. In today’s time, we are forgetting that all humans are the same
when we talk about feelings. We think that only our feelings are more important and forget to care about others feelings when we exploit them.
Instead of making the earth a better place, we are making it another
hell by not respecting or understanding each other’s feelings. Everyone is
busy fighting to be on top in their respective fields. But at what cost? Maybe
at the cost of people whom we love the most. We have seen many successful people, but if we ask their family, they all will have complaints like
“they don’t have any feelings” or “they don’t have any idea that how much
we miss them or when we need them the most,” and “they just don’t have
time to spend with us." Is this the direction where we are going in the name
of progress and transformation?
There are no feelings left, the one thing which makes all the humans
similar to each other and if that is not appreciated or acknowledged, then
we are not different from all the other creatures of God.
So, before it’s too late, start acknowledging the feelings of the people
who matter the most to you and start making a difference in their lives.
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Opinion

Does the world
still need the West?
Patrick Gathara

For several centuries, the countries of Western Europe and North
America, led primarily by the UK and its colonial spawn, the US, have
dominated the globe in economic, military and cultural terms. The West
has made and remade the world as it saw fit and projected itself as
the pinnacle of human achievement. “The developed world” it has vaingloriously referred to itself as, a model of enlightenment for the rest of
“underdeveloped” humanity to follow. And the world it built was meant
to reinforce this hierarchy.
Of course, much of the narrative of enlightenment was little more
than myth – a convenient fable to cover up the brutal profiteering of
the oppression and exploitation of other human beings and destruction
of their societies. Still, sitting on the porch of its mansion watching over
its global plantation, having grown fat off the wealth it had taken from
others, the West came to believe its own rhetoric of racial and moral
superiority.
However, the last four years have done much to draw back the curtain on the hypocrisy that has always lain under the pontification.
Countries that just a few years ago were proclaiming the end of history
and their triumph as beacons of democracy, liberalism and capitalism
– nations that traversed the globe preaching the gospel of good governance, accountability and transparent government to the less fortunate denizens of corrupt, third-world banana republics – have
themselves succumbed to the lure of authoritarian, right-wing populism. Gone are the heady days when they sought to enforce democracy through manufactured wars and devastating economic sanctions.
Today, democracy seems just as endangered in the US (and in the UK)
as it ever was in Kenya and elsewhere.
This has of course elicited great whoops of schadenfreude around
the world. Throughout the current US presidential election campaign,
and especially in the recent weeks following the tragicomic debate between President Donald Trump and his challenger, Joe Biden, the
world has been given a front-row view of the unravelling of a narcissistic, if somewhat psychotic superpower. And it has not been a pretty
sight, with violence in the streets, nearly a quarter of a million people
dead from the coronavirus, its economy in the toilet, the credibility of
its elections and institutions in doubt, and a personality cult around its
leader that every passing day feels increasingly familiar to those who
have lived under totalitarian dictatorships.
“We’re not a democracy” tweeted Republican Senator Mike Lee
from Utah following the vice-presidential debate. And the spectre of
violent coups, which was once thought to be restricted to some countries, has reared its head in the US with the disruption of a right-wing
plot to kidnap the Democratic governor of the state of Michigan and
overthrow her government.
To a varying extent, similar problems with poor governance, authoritarianism, corruption and institutional decay are present in the UK and
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in other European countries. It is, however, unlikely that the West will
face the same opprobrium and consequences that it has imposed on
others whom it has deemed to have fallen by the democratic wayside.
No sanctions, asset freezes or travel bans on its rulers, no resolutions
condemning them at the UN, no threats of prosecution at international
courts. It is unlikely that respected world leaders will be heading to the
US to mediate its anticipated election dispute.
Still, the evaporation of Western prestige and hubris will have consequences for democracy in other parts of the world. For all their faults
and hypocrisies, in much of the “developing” world, Western embassies and NGOs have been allies in the push to democratise governance. So much so that in much of Africa, authoritarian governments
still deceptively refer to human rights and democracy as Western,
rather than universal, concepts. There is a real danger that with their
democratic credentials rubbished by events at home, it will be more
difficult for the West to credibly support pro-democracy movements
and efforts abroad.
That, along with the example set by the likes of Donald Trump and
Boris Johnson, may also encourage rulers with an authoritarian bent
to take more liberties, calculating that their oppression is unlikely to
attract opprobrium or consequences from the West.
Nestled in among the dangers are also opportunities for the world
to wean itself off the patronising grip of the West. In Africa, for example,
the African Union has of late been doing much to try to shed its image
as a club for dictators, taking forceful stands against military coups and
incumbents who refuse to accede to election outcomes. It still has a
long way to go before it can be described as a bastion of democracy
but the withdrawal of the West has gifted it an opportunity to demonstrate that it can stand with the people rather than with the rulers.
Civil society groups too will now have to look for other benefactors.
Already the role for Western embassies in supporting reform movements was much diminished in countries like Kenya compared with
what it was 30 years ago. But the reliance on Western governments
and organisations for financing continues to be the Achille’s heel of
local groups – an easy target for governments when they seek to delegitimise them as agents of foreign interests or to starve them by introducing legal ceilings on how much they can raise.
In Kenya, social media, coupled with money transfer apps, have
emerged as an effective avenue for local fundraising, one which even
the government has not been ashamed to tap into. For NGOs working
in the governance space, local donations would not only reduce their
vulnerability to nefarious governments but, as a measure of popular
endorsement, would arguably increase their clout. Needless to say, it
would also be a great way to encourage a sense of local ownership of
the reform agenda. And as the sun sets on the West’s time as self-appointed democracy police, that can only be a good thing.
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Opinion

Fighting for Palestine
Mark Muhannad Ayyash

In the last few years, Israel has further cemented its grip on Palestine. The
list of Palestinian losses is depressing: the marked movement towards international recognition of Jerusalem as the undivided capital of Israel, official annexation of Palestinian land, an increase in the number of settlers
and the development of settlements on Palestinian lands, the horrific besiegement of Gaza and the world’s participation in the siege, the “de-development” of the Palestinian economy, uninhibited killing and maiming of
Palestinians, suffocating restrictions on movement, gender-based violence
in prisons and at checkpoints, continued demolitions of Palestinian homes,
the stifling of Palestinian activism and speech for Palestinian rights in Western Europe and North America, and the rising tide of diplomatic normalcy
between Israel and Arab states.
Add to the mix common social issues like patriarchal oppression, interpersonal conflict, crime, socioeconomic inequality, family feuds, and political
corruption, combined with a lacklustre and largely handcuffed leadership,
and you begin to get a picture of how remarkable Palestinian resistance
really is.
That Palestinians do not give up is precisely what is so historic and inspiring about their resistance. For more than 100 years, the Palestinian people have been resisting and fighting for Palestine, holding on to what they
have left of it, clinging on to the hope of one day reclaiming what they have
lost. Attention is often given to the armed resistance, but far more numerous,
diverse, and long-standing is the unarmed Palestinian resistance. Labour
strikes, boycotts, legal actions, political and community organising, demonstrations, marches, hunger strikes, passing the keys of demolished homes
from one generation to the next, the formation of Palestinian societies and
cultural groups in exile and refugee camps, lobbying politicians across the
world, building creative local and sustainable economies, and everyday acts
of resistance are all peppered throughout the history of the struggle.
Resistance also comes in the form of cultural productions that narrate
and communicate the suffering of Palestinians; intellectual and academic
studies that illuminate the history and lived realities of Palestinians; the development of political manifestoes and ideologies that pave a path forward
towards freedom and liberation. It is impossible to count the number of people who have given, and continue to give, their time, efforts, livelihood, and
their lives in the fight for Palestine. The problem is not that these lives are
never reported or (re)presented in the international discourse. The problem
is that the core and underlying essence of Palestinian actions remains unregistered and unaccounted for, it is buried and prevented from being released into the mainstream discourse.
The Emirati and Bahraini political elites, for example, never register
these lives when they proclaim their so-called peace deals with Israel. Many
Palestinians, as well as common Bahrainis and Emiratis who have no say
in the policies adopted by their rulers, have rightly labelled these agreements a betrayal of the Palestinian people and the Palestinian cause.
Palestine is entirely absent from these “peace in the Middle East deals”
not just in terms of Palestinian officials being excluded from negotiations
and agreements, but in the real tangible sense of erasing Palestinian lands,
rights, freedoms, and lives from the geopolitical landscape and political
grammar. These deals seek to constitute a new status quo in which it becomes normal to accept that Palestine does not exist and therefore deserves, or even has itself earned, its erasure.
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We do not need to imagine how this normalisation of erasure would operate in the mainstream discourse of Western European and North American media. It has been happening for many years. For a recent example,
the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC) despicably apologised for
using the term Palestine on air just one day after one of its hosts dared to
pronounce this apparently forbidden and offensive word.
Hiding behind vacuous policies filled with fluff and pretentious legalistic
phraseology, the CBC maintains that Palestine does not exist as a modern
state and therefore does not warrant naming. These kinds of actions and
policies, which are active in other settler-colonial and neocolonial countries,
are an affront to the millions of lives that have dedicated their very existence
to the fight for Palestine.
One of the mechanisms in which Palestine is erased in the two examples above is the casting of the question of Palestine as a “problem” in the
sense of a nuisance to the peace and tranquillity of the world order, since
Palestine does not fit the conventional categories through which the world
order is made legible.
Thus, the very same categories that emerged in the colonial era in order
to dispossess and/or rule over Indigenous peoples across the world, such
as laws of property ownership, statehood, and sovereignty, are presented
in the contemporary world as “natural” categories that simply describe how
the world is “naturally” organised.
Mainstream discourse does not question how these categories were
produced and “validated” through brutal colonial violence and state terror;
instead, it asserts that the categories are justified in their violence because
the oppressed fail to belong to these categories which are designed to oppress and eliminate them. And in this world that is birthed and developed
in and through colonialism, this comes to pass as somehow sensical.
In The Souls of Black Folk, published in 1903, WEB DuBois explored
what it means to be continuously asked, directly and indirectly, “How does
it feel to be a problem?” This question, which continues to be asked of Black
Americans, reveals nothing about the struggles, aspirations, and lived realities of Black lives in America. Rather it tells us much more about the
power structures in which Black Americans come to be constructed as a
“problem”.
The question, in short, never probes the questioner’s own role in rendering Black life as a “problem”, or in creating the social, economic, cultural,
and political conditions that oppress and suppress Black life.
Similarly, Palestinians are cast as a “problem” in the international arena,
shifting the burden of becoming unproblematic on the subject that has been
produced as a “problem” – an impossible task whose sole purpose is really
the eradication and erasure of the subject that has been constituted as a
“problem”.
For imperial allies led by the United Kingdom and then the United
States, the Israeli settler-colonial state, and Arab states that largely have
been quick to acquiesce and serve imperial interests, Palestine has always
been posed as a “problem” which must be dissolved. If only those who render Palestine a “problem” would have the courage, they would ask Palestinians what they really intend to ask: how does it feel to have the world
wish that it did not have to deal with you? How does it feel to be entirely
unwanted, unheard? How does it feel to be entirely instrumental for others
in your very being and non-being?
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The Milky Way’s most massive star cluster
may have eaten a smaller cluster

A new thermometer measures
temperature with sound

Ken Croswell

Maria Temming

The Milky Way’s core harbors two giants: the
galaxy’s largest black hole
and a cluster of tens of millions of stars around the
black hole that is denser
and more massive than any
other star cluster in the
galaxy.
Most of the cluster’s many stars shine within just 20 light-years of the galactic
center and all together weigh about 25 million times as much as the sun.
New observations suggest that this “nuclear star cluster” owes some of its
brilliance to another big group of stars, or even a small galaxy, that the main
cluster swallowed. Nuclear star clusters exist in many galaxies and are the
densest star clusters in the universe. Astronomers are trying to figure out
how these gatherings get so jam-packed and how they feed the giant black
holes at the centers of galaxies.
To get a look at the Milky Way’s core, Tuan Do, an astronomer at UCLA, and
colleagues observed about 700 red giant stars within five light-years of the
galaxy’s heart. Because dust between Earth and the galactic center blocks
the stars’ visible light, the astronomers studied infrared wavelengths, which
better penetrate the dust. “We noticed a very curious thing about our data,
which is that the stars with less metals than our sun seem to be moving differently than the stars with more metals,” Do says.
About 7 percent of the stars in the nuclear star cluster revolve around the
galactic center faster than their peers and do so around a different axis, the
team found. The data on infrared wavelengths indicate that this fast-revolving
population is only 30 percent as metal-rich as the sun. In contrast, most of
the other stars in the nuclear star cluster have more metals than the sun.
“This discovery shows that at least some of our nuclear star cluster must
have been formed from things falling in,” Do says.

A new device
eavesdrops on
objects to take
their
temperatures.
Hot objects not
only glow, but
also softly hum.
The hum is generated by the
rapid jitters of particles that make up the hot object. If human ears
were keen enough to hear this noise, “it would sound like radio static,”
says Tom Purdy of the University of Pittsburgh. “The hotter (an object)
gets, the louder it gets.”
Purdy, along with Robinjeet Singh of the University of Maryland in College Park, created an acoustic thermometer that senses the intensity
of heat-generated sound emanating from nearby objects. The heart of
the device is a one-square-millimeter sheet of silicon nitride. That
sheet is suspended within a window cut in the center of a silicon chip,
which transmits sound waves better than air. In experiments, the
physicists deposited blobs of an epoxy material on the chip’s surface
around the silicon nitride sheet. When heated with a laser, each epoxy
blob gave off sound waves that rippled through the chip to the sheet,
causing the sheet to vibrate. The hotter the epoxy blob, the stronger
its sound waves, and the more intense the silicon nitride’s vibrations.
Bouncing a laser beam off the sheet and measuring the beam’s angle
of reflection allowed the researchers to track the sheet’s motion, and
therefore the temperatures of the epoxy blobs, Singh and Purdy report.
Purdy imagines this newfangled thermometer could someday find use
in quantum computing devices, which must operate at very low temperatures.
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Women get worse care for heart attack
Steven Reinberg
Young women who suffer a particularly deadly condition after a heart attack
are 11% more likely to die from it than men, a new study finds.
Not only that, women aged 18 to 55 are less likely to receive the tests and
aggressive treatment that men routinely receive, and are more likely to die in
the hospital, the researchers added. "It's very difficult to understand exactly
what's causing this," said lead researcher Dr. Saraschandra Vallabhajosyula,
a clinical fellow in interventional cardiology at Emory University School of
Medicine in Atlanta. "A lot is related to unconscious or conscious bias when
it comes to women and when it comes to acute cardiac conditions," he said.
Much of the bias can be traced to doctors, the family or the health care system, Vallabhajosyula said. Also, women who have heart attacks don't always have the same symptoms as men, which can result in misdiagnosis,
he added. "They have atypical symptoms, such as belly pain, headaches,
things that you don't typically associate with having a heart attack," Vallabhajosyula said. That's why many heart attacks in women are missed.
Women are also more likely to dismiss their symptoms and wait longer before going to the hospital, which makes their condition worse and opens
the door for a deadly condition known as cardiogenic shock, he explained.
Cardiogenic shock occurs when the heart can't pump enough blood to
keep the patient alive and is a leading cause of death after a heart attack.
In fact, it kills about half of those who survived to be admitted to the hospital. Eliminating these disparities starts by recognizing that they exist. For
a long time, doctors have based their understanding of disease on the average middle-aged white man, Vallabhajosyula noted. "We all know that
is not true anymore. All subgroups are prone to different kinds of symp-

toms, so just recognition of the textbook description of symptoms is not
true," Vallabhajosyula said. "We as physicians or health care professionals
have to lay aside any unconscious bias." Vallabhajosyula added that
women have to be their own advocates. "They should never undermine
their symptoms. They should take their bodies' signals very seriously and
seek care when needed," he stressed.
Doctors and the health care system have to treat women as well as they
treat men. "These are wonderful patients who are young and otherwise
productive, so if we treat them right, they can go back to being productive,
contributing members of society," he said.

Tattoos may lead to body's overheating
By E.J. Mundell
Using your body as a canvas for tattoos might come at a price for your health.
New research suggests that all that ink impedes natural sweating -- and that
might cause the body to overheat. The study found that tattooed skin on arms
"has reduced sweat rates, and thus potential heat loss capacity, during
(whole-body heating), compared to adjacent skin without tattoos."
One dermatologist unconnected to the study said the finding is potentially
alarming. Any tattoo-linked decline in sweating "may have important ramification when patients have fever or illness or are overheated and may have
problems with thermoregulation," said Dr. Michele Green, a dermatologist at
Lenox Hill Hospital in New York City. She believes that "more studies need
to be done on this important observation." The new research was led by Scott
Davis of Southern Methodist University in Dallas. As he and his colleagues
explained, sweating is the body's natural response to regulating body temperature. However, any damage to sweat glands within the skin may impair
this response and boost the odds for overheating.
Prior research has found that tattooed skin has a higher concentration of
sodium (salt) in sweat, which point to a reduced sweat gland function. And
Davis' group calculated that the process of tattooing requires up to 3,000 skin
punctures per minute -- injury that could result in sweat gland damage. In
their study, the researchers assessed sweating rates in the upper and lower
arms of 10 people with tattoos, comparing at least 5.6 square centimeters of
tattooed skin with adjacent non-tattooed skin. To promote whole-body sweating, the volunteers wore a special suit that circulated hot water upwards of 120
degrees Fahrenheit for 30 minutes or more. Tattooed and non-tattooed areas
of skin began to sweat at about the same time in response to heat, which sug-
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gests that nerve signals to sweat glands do function normally in tattooed skin.
However, tattooed areas still produced less sweat, the researchers found. That
suggests that sweat glands were, in fact, damaged during tattooing, according
to the study. While small tattoos aren't likely to interfere with overall body temperature regulation, decreased sweating in tattooed skin "could impact heat
dissipation, especially when tattooing covers a higher percentage of body surface area," Davis and his colleagues said in a journal news release. They concluded that tattooing might hamper "sweat gland function and could be
considered a potential long-term complication or side effect of this cosmetic
procedure." For her part, dermatologist Greene said that a possible decline in
body cooling isn't the only damaging health effect of tattoos. Body ink can also
raise a person's odds for skin infections and "granulomas," rash-like lesions
that can form as the immune system reacts to a tattoo.
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Miss Juneteenth

The Trial of the Chicago 7

Corrina Antrobus

Helen O'Hara

Miss Juneteenth is an impressive first stride for Texan writer
and director Channing Godfrey
Peoples. Nominated for the
Grand Jury Prize at Sundance
and Best Texan Film at SXSW,
Peoples turned her childhood
trips to Miss Juneteenth, a pageant held to mark the emancipation of
the enslaved on 19 June 1865, into this sumptuous, tender family
drama.
The film gently etches the co-dependent mother-daughter relationship
between Turquoise (Nicole Beharie) and Kai (newcomer Alexis
Chikaeze). ‘Turq’ wants the world for her little girl, who’s blossoming
into a headstrong woman under her watchful eye. Seeking affirmation
from the world which her beauty crown failed to provide, she scrapes
up tips from her bar job and hustles extra shifts at the morgue to find
the money to put Kai in the running. Yet scrimping is tough when bills
are overdue and Kai’s doting but flaky father (Kendrick Sampson)
needs bail — further pushing her into the arms of ‘Bacon’ (Akron Watson), her funeral parlour boss.
The sway between Turq’s recollections of unfulfilled dreams and the
reality of life on the grind make us compassionate towards her need to
see her daughter crowned. But with femininity and beauty ideals
weighted differently from one generation of Black American women to
the next, Kai’s ideas of how to win don’t chime with her mother’s.

On the Rocks
Terri White
It’s almost two years
since the announcement that Apple and
indie film heroes A24
would partner on original
films. The first film they’d
produce: Sofia Coppola’s eighth feature,
drama comedy On the Rocks, which reunites the director with sometime
muse Bill Murray.
Writer Laura (Rashida Jones) is struggling with two small kids, writer’s
block and the creeping suspicion that her apparently perfect husband
(Marlon Wayans) is cheating on her with a colleague. After she confides
in her father (Bill Murray) — a feckless, sexist (if oddly charming) dinosaur
best suited to life and gender politics of the 1970s — she finds herself
creeping around the streets and cocktail bars of New York trying to catch
him out. What is seemingly a portrait of a marriage in crisis, the “on the
rocks” of the title, is actually an interesting study of an interior crisis modern
women face; one that is far more seismic than whether their husband is
jumping in the sack with his hot, long-legged business associate. A crisis
of who we become once we’ve traded the title of daughter for one of wife
or mother or both. Of what becomes of our creative impulses and drive.
Of our sense of identity. Rubbing up against this very contemporary concern is Murray’s Felix. A man from another age, who exists in a New York
seemingly of a different era. Clubs and restaurants with plush leather seating, maître d’s who know your name and preferred liquor.
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After 13 years in development, Aaron Sorkin’s take
on a 1969 American show
trial emerges into a moment of appalling relevance. As they do on
screen, protestors crowd
American streets. Police
brutality — especially towards Black people — remains a serious threat.
And the executive branch still tries to abuse its power and use the courts
politically. Far from being a historical drama, Sorkin’s star-studded howl
at injustice feels like a particularly eloquent news bulletin.
The flashpoint is the 1968 Democratic National Convention in Chicago,
where youthful protestors clashed with the police. Sorkin quickly establishes
his players, the scene and the stakes, then skips to several months later,
as ambitious prosecutor Richard Schultz (Joseph Gordon-Levitt) is ordered
by US Attorney General John Mitchell (John Doman) – painted here as a
Trump surrogate who blows a personal slight into a political crusade – to
open federal proceedings against the leaders of several protest groups. The
defendants are a ragtag band, running from hippy dropouts to long-standing
pacifist campaigners. Almost immediately, Eddie Redmayne's aggressively
moderate Tom Hayden clashes with Sacha Baron Cohen and Jeremy
Strong's counter-culture jokers, who are committed to taking the trial as unseriously as possible. Black Panther leader Bobby Seale (Yahya Abdul-Mateen II), who was barely in Chicago during the unrest, is lumped in with the
rest only "to make them look scarier", he says.

Eternal Beauty
Ian Freer
A step up from his directorial
debut Just Jim, Craig Roberts’
second feature delivers a cleareyed, compassionate view of a
mental illness often botched by
movies: schizophrenia. Anchored around a terrific Sally
Hawkins as Jane, a fragile but
functioning woman suffering from paranoid episodes, Eternal Beauty allies
strong performances with imaginative direction, channelling the likes of Wes
Anderson and Michel Gondry to bring Jane’s altered states to life.
This innovative filmmaking approach is refreshingly applied to bland, grey
municipal housing units. Having been diagnosed as a paranoid schizophrenic following a breakdown (we see snatches of the past, with rising star
Morfydd Clark playing young Jane being jilted on her wedding day), Jane
lives a mostly self-sufficient life in a small apartment decked out with vintage
ephemera (production designer Tim Dickel has a field day with bric-à-brac)
and spending time with a mostly tough, uncaring family: browbeaten dad
Dennis (Robert Pugh), pass-ag mum Vivian (Penelope Wilton) and meangirl sister Nicola (Billie Piper). The sole point of kindness in her family comes
from her understanding sister Alice (Alice Lowe). The story rises up a level
when Jane stops taking her medication. While there are unwanted side effects (she starts seeing huge spiders crawling everywhere), she begins to
feel more alive, a sensation enhanced when she meets aspiring singersongwriter Mike (David Thewlis), also suffering with mental health issues.
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Without Merit

The Song of Achilles

Colleen Hoover

Madeline Miller

The Voss family is anything
but normal. They live in a repurposed church, newly
baptized Dollar Voss. The
once cancer-stricken mother
lives in the basement, the father is married to the
mother’s former nurse, the
little half-brother isn’t allowed to do or eat anything
fun, and the eldest siblings
are irritatingly perfect. Then,
there’s Merit. Merit Voss collects trophies she hasn’t
earned and secrets her family forces her to keep. While
browsing the local antiques
shop for her next trophy, she
finds Sagan. His wit and unapologetic idealism disarm and spark renewed life into her - until she
discovers that he’s completely unavailable. Merit retreats deeper into
herself, watching her family from the sidelines, when she learns a secret that no trophy in the world can fix. Fed up with the lies, Merit decides to shatter the happy family illusion that she’s never been a part
of before leaving them behind for good. When her escape plan fails,
Merit is forced to deal with the staggering consequences of telling the
truth and losing the one boy she loves.

The god touches his finger to the arrow's
fletching. Then he breathes, a puff of air as if to send dandelions flying, to push toy
boats over water. And the arrow flies,
straight and silent, in a curving, downward
arc towards Achilles' back. Greece in the
age of heroes. Patroclus, an awkward
young prince, has been exiled to the court
of King Peleus and his perfect son
Achilles. Despite their differences, the
boys develop a tender friendship, a bond
which blossoms into something deeper as
they grow into young men. But when
Helen of Sparta is kidnapped, Achilles is
dispatched to distant Troy to fulfil his destiny. Torn between love and fear for his friend, Patroclus follows, little knowing
that the years that follow will test everything they hold dear.

Jurassic Giants
Jacqueline A. Ball
Jurassic Giants
gives
you an upclose
and
personal look
at T. rex—
and its favorite meals.
Fierce predators, epic batt l e s ,
enormous
teeth—life in
the Mesozoic Era was really hard unless, of course, you happened to
be a Tyrannosaurus rex! With its powerful jaws and its keen sense of
smell, this King of the Cretaceous had no problem tracking down,
killing, and eating its prey. Tyrannosaurus rex may have reigned
supreme, but there were lots of other predators to worry about: Giganotosaurus, Spinosaurus, Allosaurus, and Utahraptor to name a few.
How did leaf eaters survive in a world full of carnivores? What caused
the dinosaurs to go extinct? And where can you see a T. rex skeleton
for yourself? Find the answers to these questions and more, inside.
After learning tons of awesome facts, kids will get a thrill out of creating their very own terrible T. rex skeleton.
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Mostly Harmless
Douglas Adams
Mostly Harmless is the fifth and final part
in Douglas Adams' much-loved cult classic
series. Arthur Dent hadn't had a day as
bad as this since the Earth had been blown
up. After years of galactic wanderings,
Arthur finally settles on the small planet
Lamuella and becomes a sandwich maker.
Looking forward to a quiet life, his plans are
thrown awry by the unexpected arrival of
his daughter. There's nothing worse than
a frustrated teenager with a copy of the
Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy in their
hands. When she runs away, Arthur goes
after her, determined to save her from the horrors of the universe. After all
- he's encountered most of them before.

Calligraphies of Love
Hassan Massoudy
Inspired by timeless poems from around
the world, Hassan Massoudy's calligraphy takes us on a visual journey through
love in its many forms. Through his signature broad strokes and vibrant
colours, this master calligrapher brings
to life the words and wisdom of some of
our greatest poets, from Ibn Zaydoun
and Rumi to Kahlil Gibran, John Keats
and Paul Éluard. Beautifully designed
and illustrated throughout, Calligraphies
of Love is the perfect gift for lovers,
poets and dreamers.
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